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Artificial opal photonic crystals and inverse opal
structures – fundamentals and applications from
optics to energy storage
Eileen Armstronga and Colm O’Dwyer*ab
Photonic crystals (PhCs) influence the propagation of light by their periodic variation in dielectric
contrast or refractive index. This review outlines the attractive optical qualities inherent to most PhCs
namely the presence of full or partial photonic band gaps and the possibilities they present towards the
inhibition of spontaneous emission and the localization of light. Colloidal self-assembly of polymer or
silica spheres is one of the most favoured and low cost methods for the formation of PhCs as artificial
opals. The state of the art in growth methods currently used for colloidal self-assembly are discussed
and the use of these structures for the formation of inverse opal architectures is then presented. Inverse
opal structures with their porous and interconnected architecture span several technological arenas –
optics and optoelectronics, energy storage, communications, sensor and biological applications. This
review presents several of these applications and an accessible overview of the physics of photonic
crystal optics that may be useful for opal and inverse opal researchers in general, with a particular
emphasis on the recent use of these three-dimensional porous structures in electrochemical energy storage
technology. Progress towards all-optical integrated circuits may lie with the concepts of the photonic
crystal, but the unique optical and structural properties of these materials and the convergence of PhC
and energy storage disciplines may facilitate further developments and non-destructive optical analysis
capabilities for (electro)chemical processes that occur within a wide variety of materials in energy
storage research.
I Introduction
The continuous and ever increasing drive for miniaturization
and higher speed information systems has led to the now
widespread idea of using photons instead of electrons as the
information carrier. While photons hold many advantages over
electrons the manipulation and control of light presents some
diﬃculties. Eﬀorts to achieve all-optical integrated circuits have
led to a growing interest in the fabrication and use of photonic
crystals (PhCs); PhCs have a periodic variation in dielectric
function that aﬀects the propagation of photons much like
the periodic potential in semiconductors aﬀects the flow of
electrons. The use of PhCs for the manipulation of light stems
from the early ideas of Yablonovitch and John that a three-
dimensional (3D) periodic array could, by the presence of an
electromagnetic band gap, control the radiative properties of
materials, and so limit spontaneous emission.1,2 This concept
was initially presented by Yablonovitch in the late 1980s.1
John followed with the idea that periodic structures could aﬀect
photon localization by a random refractive index variation.2
These two discoveries and the subsequent growth in PhC
research for information management systems has led to an
increasing awareness of the potential applications of PhCs
within other technologies. For example, most recently PhCs
have gained significant consideration as Li-ion battery electro-
des due to their ability to incorporate electrolytes and reduce
diﬀusion limitations. Examination of material permittivity and
electrical conductivity variation, electrochemical processes,
electrochromic and resonant optical amplification of emission
processes, among many other dynamically variable processes
and changes to ordered porous electrodes, have received
limited optical analysis. In many cases this is due to a perceived
limitation in the long range order for structured porous
materials that is much less stringent in (electro)chemical
electrodes for satisfactory operation, compared to a high quality
PBG material.3 The substantial number of structural and
optical advantages possessed by PhC’s, make them ideally
suited to many functional regimes that benefit from a porous,
continuously interconnected, and in most cases, an optically
significant material.4,5
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In this focused review, the attractive optical characteristics
of PhCs are discussed and the fabrication techniques available
for the formation of PhCs through colloidal self-assembly
routes are reviewed, focusing on recent developments beyond
recent reviews. The application of these artificial opal
PhCs as templates for the formation of inverse opal (IO) PhCs
is then outlined with an emphasis on the application and
future development of these materials to a number of func-
tional device fields from optoelectronics, to (bio)sensors,
and from thermophotovoltaics to the emerging application
of programmable structured 3D materials in energy storage
research fields.
II Optical characteristics of photonic
crystals
A. Photonic band gap in a 3D photonic crystal
In this section, the primary physics of PhCs are summarised so
that researchers investigating PhCs primarily as templates and
active electrode materials for example, may have a condensed
form for analysis of optical transmission or reflection data,
useful for their investigations. PhC’s exist throughout the natural
world,6 from opal gemstones7 and beetles,8 to bird feathers,9–11
and butterfly wings,12–14 and the common characteristic between
all is their iridescent colour. This directional-dependent colour
(colour that changes depending on angle of observation), does
not arise from any absorption or pigmentation alone but is
instead caused by the interaction of light with the periodic or
random architecture of these materials’ natural design, as shown
in Fig. 1. PhCs are often most easily explained as an analogue
to semiconductor materials. In a semiconductor, an electron
passing through an ordered atomic lattice experiences a periodic
potential, this interaction produces a band of energies over
which electrons are forbidden to propagate in any direction.
Much like a semiconductor affects the flow of electrons, a
photonic crystal (PhC) affects the flow of photons. As a con-
sequence of the differing dielectric media and the subsequent
refractive index contrast within the crystal, light is scattered
and/or diffracted from the different surfaces, producing a band
of forbidden frequencies where interference of the scattered
waves is destructive in all directions. Light cannot propagate
within this region and the greater the refractive index contrast,
the wider this photonic band gap (PBG) becomes. A full PBG is
a characteristic only observed in PhCs where the propagation
of light is prohibited in all directions. An incomplete PBG or
pseudogap, sometimes referred to as a stop-band, is one that
prohibits light from propagating in only some directions. The
refractive index contrast and the lattice topology affects the
existence of a full PBG but the wavelength range affected is
determined by the length scale or lattice parameter of the crystal.
The presence of the PBG and the potential ability to tune its
position to suit specific frequencies is perhaps the most attrac-
tive quality of PhCs.
The origin of this PBG is explored here in order to concisely
describe the optical characteristics inherent in a PhC through its
design. While PhCs can be classified as one-dimensional (1D),
two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D), with periodicity
in one, two or three directions respectively (as outlined in the
schematic in Fig. 1(e)), for ease of description the properties of a
1D PhC is examined first. The optical phenomena of greatest
interest, that is, the PBG or stop-band, the subsequent inhibition
of spontaneous emission, and the possibility of localized modes
are transferable to all dimensional systems.
A number of comprehensive reviews,16,17 and text books18,19
are available for a more in depth approach to the underlying
optics of PhC behaviour but all discussions on the propagation
of light in a PhC and determination of the PBG, must invariably
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begin with Maxwells equations, the four equations governing
all macroscopic electromagnetism.
r E þ dB
dt
¼ 0 (1)
rH  @D
@t
¼ J (2)
rB = 0 (3)
rD = r (4)
where, E and H are the electric and magnetic fields, D and B the
electric displacement and magnetic induction fields and r and
J the free charge density and free current density respectively.
In order to relate E to D and B to H, it is necessary to use the
constitutive material equations, which can be greatly simplified
in the absence of free charges and currents, if, together with the
assumption that the dielectric constant e is not frequency
dependent, it is assumed that the materials are isotropic and
only linear optics need be considered. These considerations
reduce the constitutive material equations to:
D = e0eE (5)
B = m0mH (6)
Here, e0 is the vacuum permittivity, e is a scalar dielectric
function known as relative permittivity, m is the relative magnetic
permeability of the dielectric medium which for most dielectric
materials is close to 1 and is assumed to be 1, and m0 is vacuum
permeability. The assumptions and mathematical conventions
used in reducing the constitutive equations to eqn (5) and (6) are
explained in more detail in Joannopoulos et al.18 However, by
using these relations and assuming an absence of free current
along with the assumptions mentioned above, Maxwell’s equa-
tions become:
r Eðr; tÞ þ m0
@Hðr; tÞ
@t
¼ 0 (7)
rHðr; tÞ  e0e@Eðr; tÞ
@t
¼ 0 (8)
rH(r,t) = 0 (9)
reE(r,t) = 0 (10)
Magnetic and electric fields are a function of both time and space
and can be separated into a real spatial field and a complex
exponential for a harmonically varying temporal part, to give:
E(r,t) = E(r)eiot (11)
H(r,t) = H(r)eiot (12)
These are inserted into eqn (7) and (8) above to formulate the
curl equations that relate H(r) and E(r):
r  E(r)  iom0H(r) = 0 (13)
r  H(r) + ioe0erE(r) = 0 (14)
Looking solely at the magnetic field for mathematical con-
venience18 (the electric field can be derived similarly), these two
equations can be decoupled to formulate an equation entirely
Fig. 1 Natural photonic crystals: (a) the blue iridescence and SEM image of the 1D structure of the Morpho butterfly.14 Adapted with permission from
ref. 14. Copyright 2004 The Royal Society. (b) Multi-coloured peacock feather (Image by Wikimedia Commons/CC BY-SA 3.0) and TEM image of
transverse cross section of the 2D structure of the blue area of a wing.11 Adapted with permission from ref. 11. Copyright 2002 Sci. press. (c) Natural opal
gemstone and SEM image of the silica sphere structure within.15 Adapted with permission from ref. 15. Copyright 2008 Mineralogical Society of America.
(d) Wing of the male Sasakia Charonda butterfly and SEM image of the 3D structure of the white iridescent area.12 Adapted with permission from ref. 12.
Copyright 2010 The Japan Institute of Metals and Materials. (e) Schematic representation of 1D, 2D and 3D PhC structures, with diﬀerent colours representative
of diﬀerent dielectric constants, indicating periodicity in one, two or three directions. Adapted from ref. 18. Copyright 2008 Princeton University Press.
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in H(r). Dividing eqn (14) by er, obtaining the curl of the
equation, and then substituting for r  E(r) using eqn (13),
gives a master wave equation describing the propagation of the
magnetic field (H(r)) of a photon:
r 1
eðrÞr HðrÞ
 
¼ o
2
c2
HðrÞ (15)
where the speed of light c ¼ 1 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃe0m0p , o is the frequency and
er is the macroscopic dielectric function of the material. This
equation is in the form of an eigenvalue problem with eigen-
vector H(r), eigenvalue o2/c2 and eigen-operator r 1
er
r. This
operator, is known as the Hermitan operator and has real and
positive eigenvalues, much like the Hamiltonian operator of
quantum mechanics and this allows us to view photonic crystals
in solid-state physics terms and to assume some of the same
properties, such as orthogonality and that all eigenfrequencies
are real. However, it is important here to apply the transversality
constraint; the two divergence equationsrH(r) = 0 andreE(r) = 0
must be taken into consideration, and with this constraint, the
master equation for a material e(r) can be solved to produce the
mode H(r) and the corresponding frequencies.
As mentioned above, a photonic crystal is a material whose
dielectric function varies periodically, therefore:
e(r) = e(r + R) (16)
where R is a lattice-translation vector, equal to l1a1 + l2a2 + l3a3
where l1, l2, and l3 are integers. This periodicity requires the
solution of eqn (15) to satisfy the Floquet–Bloch theorem,
which states that the solutions to the equations for periodic
media are plane waves modulated by a periodic function with
lattice periodicity, which gives:
H(r) = hk(r)e
ikr (17)
where k is a wave vector contained in the first Brillouin zone,
a region of reciprocal space closer to the origin than to any
other reciprocal lattice point and hk is the periodic function of
position sometimes referred to as the Bloch function:
hk(r) = hk(r + R) (18)
Solving the master equation can be done by a number of
computational methods, but the most commonly used approach
is known as the plane-wave expansion method which involves
the expansion of the magnetic and dielectric constant on the
basis of a plane wave. The master equation eqn (15), after some
vector operations, can be reduced to a matrix, whose eigen-
values, a series of functions in the form on(k) with n = 1, 2, . . .
form the photonic bands. This band structure shows all the
frequencies in which the optical modes are allowed for a given
wave vector k. A photonic band gap (PBG) is a range of o for
which there are no propagating eigensolutions for any k, though
there are above and below.
For every lattice vector (R) in real space, there is a lattice
vector (G) in reciprocal space for which the dispersion relation
is determined and periodicity in real space results in periodicity
in the dispersion relation. Two states with wavevectors diﬀering
by 2p/a represent the same state exactly, which means eigen-
solutions for the wavevector k need only be computed within
the primitive cell of the reciprocal lattice. This can be conven-
tionally realized as the first Brillouin zone (BZ). This constitutes
a ‘folding back’ of the dispersion relation into the first BZ
which is schematically represented in Fig. 2, analogous to the
formation of an electronic band structure. The dispersion
relation defines the relationship between angular frequency
o of the photon and its wavevector k ¼ 2p
l
and in free space
amounts to a linear dependence with the slope equal to the
speed of light c, or in some cases, the group velocity of the
wavepacket.
o = ck (19)
This dispersion relation describes the optical properties of
a material, and a plot of o against k will indicate the allowed
energies (bands) or states at given k-vectors.
For a one dimensional, homogeneous material with a uniform
dielectric function, the band structure or dispersion relation,
is simply:
o ¼ ck
Z
(20)
where Z is the refractive index of the material and is related to
the permittivity by Z ¼ ﬃﬃep . Forward propagation results in a
Fig. 2 Schematic illustrating: (a) the first Brillouin zone (b) the dispersion
relation for a homogeneous material with a uniform dielectric function and
artificial periodicity demonstrating the ‘folding eﬀect’ of Blochs theorem
and (c) a periodic material with a varying dielectric function and real lattice
periodicity a, illustrating the presence of a gap where there no propagating
solutions for k.
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straight line as does backward propagation. This is shown
schematically in Fig. 2(a) and (b). However for a periodic
material, as in Fig. 2(c), the periodic dielectric function causes
forward moving waves to be partially reflected at every inter-
face. For frequencies that fulfill what’s known as the Bragg
condition, which is similar to x-ray diﬀraction theory but for
optical wavelengths, interference of the forward and backward
waves creates a standing wave at the edge of the BZ. Due to the
splitting of the p/a planewaves into cos(px/a) and sin(px/a)
standing waves by the diﬀerent eﬀective refractive indices and the
subsequent diﬀerence in photon energies, a gap in the dispersion
relation opens up – the photonic band gap (Fig. 2(c)). Maxwell’s
equations are scale invariant meaning there is no fundamental
length scale for PhCs, such as the Bohr radius in atomic physics.
Therefore, similar structures of different sizes behave similarly, if
the lattice constant of a PhC is scaled by a factor s (its mode
profile and frequency are re-scaled versions of the old mode
profile) i.e. the solution to the master equation at one length
scale provides the information for all length scales. For this
reason the eigenfrequencies are usually given in a unit normal-
ized to the lattice constant, o = a/l and since a/l = o/(2pc/a) the
energy is often expressed in these units, as per the dispersion
relations shown in Fig. 3, which highlights the PBG variation
due to refractive index contrast; the larger the contrast the
wider the gap.
This PBG and the ability to manipulate it through material
choice is the central driving force for the fabrication of PhCs
because with it comes a litany of extremely useful optical
phenomena. The initial theories from Yablonovitch and John
mentioned above still represent two of the most interesting and
attractive qualities of PhCs. Spontaneous emission of excited
atoms is a fundamental problem faced by many optoelectronic
devices, causing energy loss, speed limitations and noise.20,21
Spontaneous emission and the rate at which an atom decays is
related to the number of allowed electromagnetic states available
for an emitted photon, the PBG represents a region of forbidden
modes, therefore the density of states (DOS) is zero inside the
gap. This suppression of the density of states is what gives PBGs
the potential to inhibit spontaneous emission.22 At the edge of
the PBG the DOS suddenly increases and this enhanced DOS
subsequently enhances emission, which if controlled could also
be useful for certain devices. The ability to tune the position and
width of the PBG or stopband and in turn manage spontaneous
emission is extremely promising for a number of applications,
including LEDs and low threshold lasers. The localization and
the guiding of light through the introduction of defects is highly
beneficial for the formation of waveguides and optical cavities.
Point or line defects can be introduced to a PhC and introduce a
state within the gap with a localized wavefunction, light that
propagates with a frequency within the bandgap of the crystal will
be confined within this mode since it is forbidden to propagate
outside the defect. This is very beneficial for the manipulation of
light around bends (see Fig. 4), obstacles, and for exotic optical
eﬀects such as cloaking when meta-material PhCs are used,23–25
minimising losses compared with dielectric waveguides.26
A modification to Snell’s law for refraction of light between
media of dissimilar refractive index, and Bragg’s law for optical
diﬀraction can be derived to describe the wavelength-dependent
‘structural colour’ observable in colloidal opals or photonic
crystals. As outlined in Fig. 5, the opal film is modelled as a
multilayer of two media with diﬀerent refractive indices (in this
case two, but it may vary depending on the complexity of the
structure, porosity, phase homogeneity etc.). In the present case,
one of these indices (Z1) is typically vacuum, air or a liquid,
the other (Z2) that of the material. In the case of constructive
interference of diﬀracted photons, Bragg’s law is
mlm = 2Zeﬀd cosf2 (21)
where d is the interplanar spacing defining the centroids of the
spheres. It has a value of d = D, the sphere diameter, for (110)
cross-section of fcc-packed opals, and d =O3/2D for (111)-ordered
PhCs, and so on.
The corresponding Snell’s law criterion for the light incident
at an angle f1 can be written as
Z1 sinf1 = Z2 sinf2 (22)
Fig. 3 The photonic band dependence on refractive index contrast computed for three diﬀerent multilayer films with layers of width 0.5a, in (a) the dielectric
constant is the same for every layer o = 13 in (b) layers alternate between a material of dielectric constant 13 and 12 and (d) shows the wider PBG for the larger
contrast with alternating layers of dielectric constant 13 and 1.18 Reproduced from ref. 18. Copyright 2008 Princeton University Press.
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Thus, the angle dependent diﬀraction or colour can be expressed
in terms of the incident angle generally as the Bragg–Snell law
mlm ¼ 2d
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Zeff  sin 2f1
q
(23)
where Zeff is the effective refractive index of the media and
depends on the relative refractive indices of the spheres and
surrounding medium, and the packing density.
Since the layer or slab in a well-defined opal is periodic,
Fabry–Pe´rot resonances are observable at energies lower than
the PBG provided the effective refractive index is well-defined and
constitutes a homogeneous thin layer with effective refractive
index Zeff. For ordered, simple thin film opals (but typically not
for single monolayer opals as they are typically weaker and
broader than diffraction contributions), Zeff and the number of layers
can be estimated from the periodicity of the Fabry–Pe´rot resonances
in optical reflection or transmission spectra. The number of layers,
or the opal film thickness, is distinct from the optical thickness
obtained from the spectral separation of the Fabry–Pe´rot fringes,
which also includes the effective index. To estimate film thickness
(at least for a simple 3D ordered opal of identical spheres), the
fringes will appear in reflectance or transmission spectra at
lm ¼ 2LZeff
m
(24)
where L is the sample thickness and m is the resonance order.
In a fcc-packed opal crystal made from spheres of radius R with
the (111) planes parallel to the substrate, simple geometrical
analysis shows that L is related to the number of (111)-oriented
layers N comprising the film according to L = 2R + NO3R.
B. 2D opals and ordered structures – planar dielectric grating
diffraction
2D diﬀraction can also be used in assessing monolayer, or 2D
PhC structures. The planar grating equation can be used in
calculating the theoretical dispersion of incident light diﬀracted
from a 2D artificial opal.27,28 There are a number of discrete
angles (b) for a given groove spacing (d) where constructive
interference occurs between diﬀracted light,
l = d[sin(a) + sin(b + x)] (25)
where, d, in the case of a monolayer of spheres, corresponds to
the half period of the trigonal lattice
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2
D where D is the sphere
diameter, a is the angle of incidence, b the angle of diﬀraction,
and x is a free constant commonly used in data fitting, and is
likely associated with the discrepancy in diﬀraction energy caused
by the spherical particles/grooves. In the case of 2D opals, the
discrepancy between ideal fit and the measured diﬀraction
maxima are associated with variations in the periodic order
of the 2D opal. This eﬀect, experimentally, can arise from non-
close packed structures with a fixed diameter of spheres, and
include a constant or spatially variant spacing between spheres
within domains of the ordered PhC. Additionally, solutions or
solvents may shrink or swell certain polymeric forms of spheres
within a 2D PhC (and also 3D systems) that aﬀects the angular
diﬀraction response as a dielectric grating. Readers are referred
to several classic papers on planar diﬀraction gratings for in
depth analysis of the optics of such systems, such as in Gaylord
and Moharam29 for example.
The position of the bandgap is determined by the lattice
constant and the spectra PBG width by the eﬀective refractive
index contrast and filling factor. If materials of suﬃciently high
refractive index contrast are used in conjunction with materials
with low absorption in the desired spectral range, then light
with energies located inside the PBG will be reflected from the
PhC without absorption, which makes PBG materials highly
suited to optical filter applications. The light that is reflected or
Fig. 4 A mode completely confined and guided smoothly around the sharp
bend with 2D photonic crystal of dielectric rods in air, the white circles
indicate the position of the rods.26 Reproduced from ref. 26. Copyright 1996
American Physical Society.
Fig. 5 Schematic outlining the interaction of light with the periodic material
with an eﬀective refractive index, and the light scattered by the sphere planes.
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diﬀracted by a PhC follows Braggs law and so can be used in
determining the reciprocal lattice of a given structure. This
facilitates probing of the optical characteristics of a given PhC by
angle resolved light reflection and transmission experiments,
which is a useful characteristic when designing and synthesising
PhCs for a particular application.
PhCs can be designed and formed by several methods,
including sophisticated and expensive lithography techniques,
both holographic30 and mask31 methods. However, one of the
more popular approaches is the formation of artificial opals
through the self-assembly of colloidal spheres of either silica or
diﬀerent polymers.16,32 This route has the benefit of low cost
and aside from limitations due to natural imperfections that
in some cases can lead to a certain degree of disorder, these
approaches still oﬀer amenable and useful properties for a host of
real and theoretical applications in a number of technologies.
However, perhaps the most significant application of artificial
opals is in fact as templates for the formation of 3D PhCs in the
form of inverse opals (IOs). Inverse opals are three dimensionally
ordered macroporous materials formed through the infiltration of
an artificial opal with a material precursor and then removal of
the spheres. Provided a material of suﬃciently high refractive
index is used, IOs oﬀer the possibility of achieving a complete
PBG. The ability to control the structure and symmetry of 3D PhCs
through template design has ensured a substantial and conti-
nuously growing interest in methods of artificial opal growth by
colloidal self-assembly.
III Colloidal self-assembly
A. Using capillary and/or external forces
As discussed above, the working range of a photonic crystal is
dependent on the spatial periodicity of the refractive index. For this
reason, periodicity needs to be on the order of a few hundred
nanometers to 1 mm in order to operate in the visible or near-
infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The lattice con-
stant of the photonic crystal must be comparable to the wavelength
of light. It is important to note that for self-assembly to occur, a
balance must be made between the colloidal forces, the forces
induced by colloidal phenomena and any external forces acting on
the system, all of which can be either attractive driving forces or
repulsive forces that can oppose coagulation of the spheres.
Various methods have been developed for the assembly of
monodisperse spheres into ordered or semi-ordered lattices.
The type of methods available are often discussed in terms of
the various phenomena or forces used or manipulated in order
to influence their assembly; gravitational or inertial forces, sur-
face tension or capillary forces, or electric or magnetic fields.
Certain methods can also involve some form of spatial confine-
ment to further direct the self-assembly process. The predomi-
nant assembly routes are discussed in summary here with
several reviews16,17,19,32–35 available discussing the various methods
and their effectiveness in further detail.
Among the oldest and simplest method of assembly is
sedimentation.36,37 Colloidal particles in solution will settle
under gravity to produce thick, ordered structures, the thick-
ness of which can be controlled by controlling the concen-
tration of the sphere mixture. For this to occur naturally, with
no external force applied, the density of the particles must be
suﬃciently higher than that of the dispersion medium. The
movement of the spheres under gravity creates a diﬀusive force
in the opposite direction due to the concentration gradient
caused by the particle descent under gravity. For large particles,
the eﬀect of gravity will overtake the eﬀect of diﬀusion, and
the opposite is true of very small particles. Depending on the
size of the spheres, this process of allowing the colloids to settle
under gravitational forces can take from between several days
to several months. For this reason, it is unsuited for large scale
production and so other, more controllable and faster routes
are more commonly used.
Sphere assembly/deposition by sedimentation has since
been adapted by the application of external forces, for example,
the sedimentation of spheres under centrifugal or inertial force.
The use of centrifugation, produces thick deposits of unsupported
spheres, applicable to almost all sizes of spheres provided the
density diﬀerence between them and the dispersant is suﬃcient
and the centrifuge speed is strong enough.38–41 This method,
however, becomes more difficult for samples or applications
requiring the use of a substrate.
Manipulation of inertial forces through spin-coating42–45
can produce polycrystalline deposits over large areas. However,
with this technique the best results seem to occur for those
involving some kind of localized restraint to ensure close
packing of the spheres, such as what Jiang et al. demonstrated,
whereby large, wafer scale 3D colloidal crystals were formed
using silica spheres inside a polymer matrix, and then selective
removal of the spheres or polymer produced either colloidal
crystals or macroporous polymers, respectively;42 this is shown in
Fig. 6(a–c). They further developed the technique by producing
non-close packed, two dimensional monolayer colloidal crystal–
polymer nanocomposites through spin coating with a gradual
increase in spin speed.
Spin coating requires significant optimization and balance
in terms of material concentration, particle size and spin speed,
and has a tendency to produce patchy deposits which is why Jiang
et al. advises priming the silicon substrate with 3-acryloxypropyl
trichlorosilane to reduce patch formation using net charged
species.43 Arcos et al. investigated the local and large scale
order for spin coated colloids, showing thickness and symmetry
to be controllable by solvent choice and spin speed.44
More recently as shown by Fig. 6(d–i), the addition of the
organic solvent N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (Fig. 6(e), (g)
and (i)) has been suggested as a means of producing enhanced
uniformity and coverage for spin-coating silica sphere mono-
layers compared with spheres suspended in water (Fig. 6(e),
(g) and (h)).46 This further highlights the importance of the
dispersal solvent properties, such as surface tension, evaporation
rate and subsequent wettability, in achieving large scale coverage
of uniform sphere structures by spin coating. However, the
polycrystalline nature of most spin coated structures produced
to date could make them more suited as templates for the
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production of monolayer porous materials with very low crack
densities, as opposed to photonic applications directly.44
The application of a magnetic or an electric field, in direct-
ing sedimentation has proved useful for the formation of highly
ordered structures, at much faster rates than those methods
relying on gravity alone. The surface charge of the colloidal
particles and the pH of the entire solution can be controlled for
enhancing or slowing sedimentation of the spheres under the
external force. A magnetic field can be modulated spatially in
time and in magnitude and so can provide a versatile driving
force for colloidal self-assembly.
Li et al. has investigated several methods of magnetic self-
assembly, taking advantage of the dipole–dipole interactions
between magnetic particles for the assembly of 1-dimensional
chain-like sphere assemblies (Fig. 7(a and b)),47 and using a
ferrofluid for the magnetic assembly of non-magnetic particles
(PS spheres) into 1D chains under a weak external magnetic
field and into 3D structures with the application of a strong
magnetic field (Fig. 7(c–e)).48 Li also highlighted an improve-
ment in the effect an externally applied magnetic field can have
on the packing and order of the non-magnetic sphere assembly
when sustained over for a period of time, shown by the reflectance
spectra in Fig. 7(e). Asher et al. assembled superparamagnetic
non-close packed photonic crystals using highly charged super-
paramagnetic polystyrene–iron oxide composite colloidal parti-
cles, fabricated by the emulsion polymerization of styrene in the
presence ofB10 nm iron oxide particles. The application of an
inhomogeneous magnetic field to an aqueous assembly of these
particles produced particle attraction towards the maximum of the
local magnetic field gradient, compressing the already partially
assembled colloidal arrays along the magnetic field gradient.
The lattice constant, as a balance between the magnetic pack-
ing forces and the interparticle electrostatic repulsive forces, was a
minimum at the locus of the magnetic field gradient maximum.
An increase in the magnetic field and magnetic field gradient saw
a decrease in the lattice constant of the packing structure, shifting
the diﬀraction wavelength of the assembled structure to lower
wavelengths (Fig. 7(f)). Magnetic assembly has also been used for
the assembly of colloidal particles into patterned structures as
shown in Fig. 7(g). Patterning of colloidal spheres by diﬀerent
methods will be discussed in more detail later. The necessity of
using ferro- or paramagnetic materials, or the doping of latex
particles with superparamagnetic nanoparticles47–50 can make
magnetic-field-induced self-assembly seem less applicable than
the use of, for example, an electric field52–58 to direct sphere
aggregation.
Electrophoretic deposition is a process where conductive
electrodes are suspended in parallel in a solution of charged
colloidal particles and the manipulation of the electric field
induces sedimentation on the oppositely charged electrode by the
process of electrophoresis. Control parameters include substrate
choice and conditioning, sphere functionalization and solution
pH. This has been demonstrated for silica spheres, whereby
Holgado et al. established electrophoretic deposition of silica
particles as a method for controlling sedimentation velocity,
thereby overcoming the sedimentation complications that arise
Fig. 6 (a) Wafer-scale non close packed monolayer colloidal crystal made by spin-coating on a 4-in. sample illuminated with white light. (b) High
magnification SEM image of the typical top surface of the sample in (a) and (c) is a cross sectional SEM image showing a monolayer colloidal crystal polymer
nanocomposite made by spin-coating.43 Reprinted with permission from ref. 43 Copyright 2006 AIP Publishing LLC. Contact angle measurement of
(d) water (a = 26.91) and (e) DMF (a E 0 or immeasurable) and the comparison of wettability with 300 mL (50 mg mL1) of (f) silica spheres in water and
(g) silica spheres in DMF solution droplets on piranha cleaned 2 inch Si substrates. SEM images after-spin-coating at the same speed of silica spheres (h) in
water and (i) in DMF.46 Adapted with permission from ref. 46. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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for sphere sizes that are too small or too large.53 Rogach et al.
further developed the method and showed its suitability for the
formation of 3D ordered polystyrene sphere deposits, which
underlined the high level of quality and increased assembly
time that was achievable through electrophoretic deposition.54
Despite the fact that this method allows for the production of
thick opals deposits, little investigation has been conducted
into the influence of diﬀerent experimental parameters on the
nature of the deposits formed. For example, the influence of
substrate used, time and voltage dependences and the degree
of control that can be achieved over opal ordering remain
relatively open issues.
The development of vertical deposition via evaporation induced
self-assembly compelled by capillary interactions is one of the
most frequently used methods for sphere assembly and has
been shown to produce better quality films than those achieved
through simple sedimentation. The development of this tech-
nique began with the early work of Dimitrov and Nagayama
which outlined a process of convective assembly for the growth
of homogeneous monolayers of PS spheres on planar substrates
by controlling the position of the leading edge of a meniscus
on a substrate vertically removed from a solution of colloidal
spheres.59 This process and the forces involved are outlined
in the schematic in Fig. 8(a). The factors governing the order,
Fig. 7 (a) Schematic illustration of the dipole–dipole interactions between two identical magnetic particles in an external magnetic field.49 Reproduced
with permission from ref. 49. Copyright 2011 Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) TEM and SEM images of Fe3O4@SiO2 particle chains fixed in a polymer
matrix.47 (c) Magnetic field distribution around a non-magnetic particle with a dipole moment in the direction opposite to the applied magnetic field (top)
and the dependence of the interparticle dipole–dipole force on particle configuration (bottom), the colour bar indicates magnetic field strength.47
Adapted with permission from ref. 47. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. The reflectance spectra for a 1 mm thick PS film in ferrofluid solution
for external magnetic fields with varying strength (d) and for a fixed magnetic field (2530 G) over time (e).48 Adapted with permission from ref. 48.
Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. (f) Influence of the average magnetic field gradient, dH/dL on the lattice constant of a thick CCA composed
of 134 nm superparamagnetic particles.50 Reproduced with permission from ref. 50. Copyright 2001 Wiley-VCH. (g) In-plane forces attracting
paramagnetic particles (red) onto the nickel grids embedded in a layer of poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) placed on a permanent magnet of typical
strength 0.442 (top) and (bottom) magnetic particles (purple) assembled on the nickel grids (grey).51 Reproduced with permission from ref. 51. Copyright
2016 Nature Publishing Group.
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thickness and rate of formation of the film are quantified, from
humidity and temperature to volume fraction.
The vertical deposition technique more directly refers to the
method outlined by the Colvin group where a substrate is settled
vertically in a solution of spheres forming a meniscus which is
then swept vertically along the substrate as the solution evaporates,
requiring no substrate removal. This action forces the colloidal
particles to self-assemble on the substrate as the meniscus
advances with evaporation, resulting in the formation of high-
quality multi-layer films of close-packed silica spheres, with
thicknesses up to 50 mm.60 Jiang and colleagues applied the
quantitative model developed by Dimitrov and Nagayama for
the relationship between volume fraction and sphere diameter
with the number of colloidal layers assembled by their stationary
method. This vertical deposition technique, often referred to as
the Colvin method, has since become a favoured technique for
sphere assembly, due in most part to its simplicity and thickness
control (see Fig. 8(b)), it is however somewhat limited by the time
needed for solution evaporation and is highly sensitive to sub-
strate and environmental conditions, such as evaporation rate.
Both of these methods are conceptually similar to the
layer-by-layer scooping technique,61 or the Langmuir–Blodgett
technique,62,63 however with vertical dip-coating the film forms
out of solution directly onto the substrate and by Langmuir–
Blodgett the spheres, latex or silica, are first arranged at the
air–water interface or the surface of a non-miscible solvent. The
arranged spheres are then transferred to the substrate by a
moving barrier exerting a compaction force on the particles.
Repeated cycles of Langmuir–Blodgett can produce 3D structures
but the transfer of the ordered layers from the liquid interface to
the substrate can cause disruptions that limit the structural
order. Langmuir–Blodgett is therefore best suited to large-area
monolayer formation but can provide a high degree of control for
synthesising layered structures.
Since Nagayama’s early investigations into the use of dip-
coating for the formation of well-ordered sphere assemblies,
dip-coating has been substantially investigated and varied in
order to optimize the process.28,64–73 Several methods have been
investigated towards improving the order of dip-coated colloidal
crystals, for example, Khunsin et al. investigated the effect of
perturbative noise-like acoustic waves on colloidal crystal growth
during dip-coating (Fig. 9(a)). The authors studied the overall
changes in colloidal ordering as a function of the mean vibration
magnitude67,74 and observed an improvement in overall opal
order when continuously displacing the meniscus, as shown
in Fig. 9(b and c).47,57 They determined an optimum level of
acoustic vibrations for increasing the effective crystallization
time in the solution meniscus, leading to a less stressed lattice
with no change in generic symmetry.
One of the limiting factors of both vertical deposition and
dip coating is the settling of the colloidal solution over time.
In particular, for larger sized particles, the long periods of time
often required for achieving well-ordered opals through con-
trolled withdrawal or evaporation of the dispersant liquid is
problematic. Therefore, one of the major benefits of the noise
agitation not initially highlighted by these works is quite simply
the interruption it provides in the settling of the suspended
spheres. Dip-coating as a whole provides a lot of potential for
industry application with, for example, its suitability to a process-
line-type production scenario. It also provides the desired con-
trollability over sample assembly needed for industry application
through the variety of controllable and adaptable parameters
available, for example, the withdrawal rate, the concentration
of spheres and the evaporation rate, providing several routes
towards perfecting and idealizing sample formation standards.
Armstrong et al.28 recently showed that fast-rate dip coating
facilitates the formation of an ordered 2D monolayer colloidal
crystal of polymer (PMMA) spheres on a gold substrate when a
surfactant such as SDS is mixed into the sphere solution prior
to dipping (Fig. 9(d–g)). That work also demonstrated that a
reduction in the concentration of both spheres and SDS by 50%
improves the deposition at a slow (common) withdrawal rate as
evidenced by grating-like optical diffraction from angle-resolved
light scattering measurements. Higher quality 2D colloidal crys-
tals of polymer spheres can be formed on gold substrates with
the addition of SDS surfactant, when dip-coating at fast or slow
rates, provided concentrations are controlled (in this case lowered)
at slower rates, overcoming the hydrophobicity issues of some
metallic substrates. This method compliments self-assembly
protocols that allow tetragonal or other geometric arrangements
within opal films that offer unique or well-defined optical
properties.75
Several of the techniques or eﬀective forces already dis-
cussed have been further adapted or exploited by the addition
of some type of spatial confinement. For example, Kim et al.
demonstrated a method whereby regular convective assembly
Fig. 8 (a) Schematic of the particle and water fluxes at the liquid–air
contact line, in the vicinity of monolayer particle arrays growing on a
substrate plate that is being withdrawn from a suspension with an inset
highlighting the liquid bridge between two neighbouring particles. Here,
vw is the substrate withdrawal rate, vc is the array growth rate, jw is the
water influx, jp is the respective particle influx, je is the water evaporation
flux, and h is the thickness of the array.59 Reproduced with permission
from ref. 59. Copyright 1996 American Chemical Society. (b) Number of
layers vs. the inverse of the particle diameter, for samples grown from a 1%
volume fraction solution (top) and the number of layers vs. the particle
volume fraction (bottom) for 298.6 nm spheres grown by the Colvin
method.60 Reproduced with permission from ref. 60. Copyright 1999
American Chemical Society.
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was modified by the addition of another glass substrate in front
of the glass substrate attached to the dipping apparatus, with a
inter-substrate gap of B100 mm.76 A small amount of colloidal
suspension was then inserted into this gap with a capillary
force strong enough to keep the suspension inside the gap.
Raising the back glass substrate at a specific rate while applying
hot air to the meniscus edge caused the water in the colloidal
suspension to evaporate, assembling the spheres into ordered
structures and fixing them to the back substrate. The meniscus
thinning rate could be modulated by controlling the lift up rate
of the substrate and the method was shown to be successful
for the formation of both mono- and multi-layered structures
as well as binary colloidal crystals (discussed in detail later).76
A similar method produced two dimensional monolayers of
PMMA spheres self-assembled from a colloidal solution dragged
between two plates; the top plate was dragged at a constant
velocity in the direction opposite to monolayer growth. The
spheres were directed towards the contact line of the solution
meniscus by evaporation induced convective assembly, much
like the vertical deposition and dip-coating techniques discussed
previously. However, this method allowed for smaller amounts
of colloidal solution, producing monolayer particle arrays cover-
ing large areas provided that the particle concentration, sliding
speed of the top substrate and wettability of the bottom sub-
strate were optimized.77
B. Binary colloidal crystals
First observed in nature in the Brazillian opal,78 binary colloidal
crystals (bCCs) consisting of spheres of two sizes, large (L) and
small (S) particles, can oﬀer a rich variety of crystal structures
compared with the colloidal crystals discussed so far. The type
of patterns and symmetries formed are generally characterized
by the stoichiometry LSN, where L represents the large spheres,
S the small spheres, and N represents the number ratio of small
to large spheres. These complicated structures however, have
seen limited use to date due to the diﬃculties in formation and
characterisation they present compared with their single sphere-
size counterpart. The first laboratory example was created using
charge-stabilized latex particles dispersed in water by Hachisu
and Yoshimura, who connected the type of structures formed
with the size ratio of the particles, the number ratio, and particle
concentration.79 Yoshimura and Hachisu also pointed out the
similarity of these structures to the structure of several metal
alloys. The potential therefore, of bCCs, formed with polymer
and/or silica spheres, lies not only in their photonic character-
istics but in their exploitation as ideal models for the atomic
arrangements80,81 of certain metal compounds,62,63 as well as
lithographic templates for complex micro- and nano-structures
and surface patterning.82,83 Synthesis routes initially relied on
sedimentation under gravity which (as with ordinary colloidal
crystals) is extremely time consuming making it a less viable
route for large scale production.
Over the last decade however several layer-by-layer84,86–88
and co-deposition techniques82,89–93 have been designed for the
formation of both ordered and disordered bCCs. Van Blaaderen
and co-workers reported the fabrication of bCCs through vertical
deposition, where a 2D hexagonal close packed crystal of large
silica spheres was grown first at the slow rate ofB1 to 2 mm a
Fig. 9 (a) Schematic representation of the deposition process for a colloidal crystal from an aqueous suspension of PMMA spheres with acoustic
vibrations with the white noise spectrum applied from below while the substrate was vertically drawn out of the suspension by a stepper motor and (b and c)
SEM images of samples crystallized at noise levels L with calculated regularity measures p(r) illustrating the higher degree of order for noise assisted
crystallization.67 (d) SEM image and corresponding FFTs showing a 2D photonic glassmonolayer (without SDS) and (e) a 2Dmonolayer photonic crystal (with
SDS). (f) The dispersion of the diﬀraction maximum of SDS-assisted 2D opals from angle resolved reflectance measurements compared with the theoretical
dispersion and the schematic representation of the grating groove d, and (g) light scattering normal to the surface (i.e. angle of diﬀraction = 01) for light
incident at 601.28 Adapted with permission from ref. 67 and 28. Copyright 2012 and 2014 Wiley VCH.
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day on a glass substrate. The small particles, of either silica or
polystyrene, were then deposited onto the large-particle template
by the same method. These steps were successively repeated to
create 3D structures of alternating layers of large and small
spheres, and structures with stoichiometries of LS, LS2, or LS3
were grown by this method by varying the size ratios and volume
fractions (see Fig. 10(a and b)). Kitaev and Ozin presented an
accelerated vertical deposition technique where low pressure was
applied to accelerate the rate of ethanol evaporation from a
solution of both large and small negatively charged spheres at
low concentrations, producing monolayer bCCs. In this case
the smaller spheres were organized within the interstitial sites
between the hexagonally ordered larger spheres. The number of
small spheres between the larger was shown to vary with small
sphere sizes and concentration85 as seen in the SEM images
in Fig. 10(c).
Both step wise spin coating86 forming LS2 and LS3 stoichio-
metries, and confined-convective assembly87 forming structures
of LS2, LS3 as well as the more complicated LS4 and LS5 stoichio-
metries have been presented as faster routes for the assembly of
bCCs. Kim et al. suggested that confined convective assembly
can be used to produce ordered binary structures for a size ratio
r0.58 with anything above leading to the formation of only
random configurations. If the diameter of the smaller spheres
is too large, filling the interstices between the larger particles in
the already assembled monolayer with the required periodicity
will not be possible, therefore ordering is disrupted.87 Smaller
spheres have also been assembled on an already formed mono-
layer of larger spheres by electrophoretic deposition, producing
several stoichiometries (e.g. LS, LS2, LS4 and LS8) controlled by
the size and the volume fraction of the small spheres used.88 It is
important to note in this case that the monolayer of larger
spheres is deposited through ordinary capillary interactions
caused by solution evaporation, and therefore already in place
to provide a template for the electric field induced assembly,
designating this method as a layer-by-layer technique for 2D
crystal formation and limiting the speed of the technique. Wang
et al. described a vertical lifting co-assembly technique90,94 for
the formation of 3D bCCs. More recently, monolayer assembly
using interactions at the water–air interface has become one of
the more widely studied techniques for bCC assembly due in
part to its adaptability to almost any substrate. Shen et al., first
assembled the binary structure at the water–air interface in the
presence of a surfactant (SDS) and then transferred it to the
desired substrate, thus preparing monolayer bCCs over large
areas in a short time.89 A colloidal mixture in ethanol was drop
cast onto hydrophilic glass surrounded by DI water, spreading
out rapidly across the slide and on to the surface of the water
where the floating spheres then assembled into ordered 2D
arrays on the surface with the help of added SDS which reduced
overall surface tension. The glass slide reduces the spreading
speed of the suspension enough so as to allow time for an ordered
monolayer to self-assemble.
This approach prompted several other studies into the for-
mation of bCCs using the water–air interface; Vogel et al. explored
the assembling of bCCs using a Langmuir trough attempting to
establish more control over the composition for a large range of
size and number ratios. As shown in Fig. 10(d), a floating 2D
Fig. 10 SEM image of binary structure grown by a layer-by-layer technique showing (a)i a layer of smaller spheres on a 2D layer of larger 203 nm silica
spheres in a LS3 stoichiometry and (a)ii an incomplete third layer of larger spheres to illustrate over-layer formation and a schematic representation (b)i of
the process of assembly for the smaller spheres onto the larger 2D structure as a function of volume fraction j and diagrams for the unit cells of the
(b)ii LS2 and b(iii) LS3 arrangements.
84 Adapted with permission from ref. 84. Copyright 2002 AAAS. (c) SEM images of the variation in binary stoichiometry
for diﬀerent volume fractions j and sizes ds of small spheres (i) j = 3.1  104 ds = 290 nm (ii) j = 5.6  104 ds = 145 nm deposited by the accelerated
vertical deposition.85 Adapted with permission from ref. 85. Copyright 2003 Wiley-VCH. (d)i Schematic representation outlining the formation of binary
structures using the water air interface and compression forces (d)ii wafer surface after liquid lowering and the monolayer formed from 1063 nm and
225 nm sphere solution with size ratio 1 : 6 transferred from the water air interface and dried (d)iii SEM image of the top surface.82 Adapted with
permission from ref. 82. Copyright 2011 Wiley VCH.
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binary crystal monolayer was compressed by the Langmuir
trough and, as the water sub-phase was pumped out, transferred
to the substrate which was submerged at an angle just below the
water–air surface.82 Dai et al. described another method where the
binary colloidal solution with added ethanol was dispersed into a
liquid film on the chosen substrate. Solvent evaporation caused
convective flow of the spheres towards the water–air interface
and assembly into ordered binary arrays under de-wetting and
capillary effects, provided that the size difference between the
large and small spheres was sufficient. On the basis of this type
of assembly Dai et al. established a phase diagram, in Fig. 11
as a function of volume ratio for the formation of monolayer
bCCs offering an effective way for predicting the resulting
pattern stoichiometries provided that the size and volume
ratios for the spheres well dispersed on a water–air interface
is known.92
Very recently, a technique for the growth of bCCs within
microfluidic devices has been presented by Harrison and
co-workers.93 A mixed colloidal dispersion was injected into a
dispersion reservoir and pulled along a microfluidic channel
fabricated via soft lithography in PDMS. Evaporation occurred
though the evaporation reservoir at the other end and triggered
self-assembly. For silica particles the suspension was repeatedly
mixed via a periodic chip rotator thereby counteracting the
hydrodynamically amplified sedimentation and producing well-
ordered bCCs.93
As discussed above, a binary colloidal crystal structure is
primarily determined by the size ratio of large (L) to small (S)
colloidal spheres, as well as the relative content of both spheres.
The number and variety of assembly routes for bCCs developed
so far are relatively few compared with ordinary colloidal crystals
and the bulk of these generally refer to the formation of mono-
layer or 2D structures only, though some layer-by layer techniques
can deliver 3D structures. Several routes suﬀer from lengthy time
requirements, premature sedimentation of the larger particles
and poor control over larger dimensions. Further development
into a cost eﬀective and fast single step method for controllable
fabrication of bCCs is therefore needed, because 3D binary
structures still hold great possibilities and are ideally suited as
a complex template architecture for inverse opal fabrication,
their untapped potential, both optically and structurally, could
be of specific use to future optoelectronics94,95 or as templates
for reduced refractive index materials for tandem solar cells or
enhance light extraction eﬃciency coatings for light emitting
devices, to name a few.
C. Patterned substrates and constrained PhC assembly
As already discussed, most of these assembly routes utilize the
naturally occurring gravitational or capillary forces incurred by
colloidal particles, which can have diﬀerent eﬀects on colloidal
assembly, being in most cases advantageous for thickness con-
trol, ordering, and domain size definition of the colloidal arrays.
However, capillary interactions usually lead to the formation of
close-packed colloidal crystals with the hexagonal or FCC (111)
lattice plane almost always parallel to the substrate surface,
thereby limiting the crystal orientation and type of packing. As
the optical characteristics of the PhC, specifically the position
and wavelength range of the PBG are aﬀected by lattice structure
and symmetry as well as filling fraction, the ability to design and
direct lattice orientation is of interest for PhC investigations and
application. For example, non-close packed spheres allow higher
filling fractions96 useful in creating wider PBGmaterials and have
shown a lot of potential in the fabrication of nano-hole arrays97
and microwells.97,98 As already mentioned earlier, control over
defect positioning and density is also paramount when designing
PhC structures for use in optoelectronic devices that require both
long-range order and precise pattern registrations. Solid surface
patterning through the use of colloidal sphere masks has also
received a lot of attention for the formation of structures at sub-
micrometer- and nano-scales. This nanosphere lithography (NSL)
could be improved if the assembly of the spheres could be
controlled more precisely. With these rewards in mind, several
routes towards directing colloidal growth have been investigated
through the use of topographically99–103 or chemically104,105
patterned substrates, the use of electric or magnetic field mani-
pulation or a combination of both.51,106,107 Chongjun Jin et al.
also demonstrated that a colloidal crystallization approach on
templated surfaces can facilitate large area, crack and stacking
fault defect free formation of (100)-oriented FCC ordered opal
photonic crystals.99
Complex aggregates (polygonal and polyhedral clusters) of
polymer spheres were assembled by Xia et al., by using a 2D
array of holes patterned into photoresist and then removing
the resist.103 Van Blaaderen and colleagues demonstrated the
templated assembly of silica particles by vertical deposition on
silicon substrates patterned using a combination of electron-
beam lithography and reactive ion etching. They determined that
for many cases, symmetry tends to alter for a single layer but
revert to its favoured hexagonal ordering for subsequent layers.101
Fig. 11 Phase diagram of monolayer bCCs, or (FS/L)3, as a function of VS/L
for diﬀerent monolayer LSN bCCs. Each plot corresponds to the denoted
single-phase line. The areas between two adjacent straight lines corre-
spond to the denoted two-phase regions. Shadow area corresponds to a
FS/L smaller than the lower limit (or 0.077). The points a, b, and c indicate the
LS9, LS9 LS12 hybrid, and LS12 bCCs, respectively. Reproduced with permis-
sion from ref. 92. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
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Silica spheres have been patterned into particle wires by
coupling solvent chemistry and regions of hydrophilic silanol
groups formed using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) modified by UV irradiation, as
shown in Fig. 12(a–c).105 Recently, Qian et al. investigated the
relationship between voltage and particle-to-hole size ratio when
electrophoretically depositing on hole patterned substrates. They
determined that for smaller hole sizes, a larger electric field was
required for sphere deposition to occur. For example, no deposi-
tion occurred for an applied voltage of 5 V cm1 but particle
deposition began in the larger 5 mm hole at 10 V cm1, however,
an electric field of 15 V cm1 was needed for spheres to assemble
in the smaller 2 mm hole (see Fig. 12(d)). The discovery of a
voltage threshold for each size hole is useful for more precise
control of sphere deposition through adjustments of pattern
hole size and voltage. With the inclusion of a positively charged
surface by application of poly-L-lysine, further anchoring of the
negatively charged PS spheres within the pattern was encour-
aged. Qian and co-workers created a variety of assembly patterns,
including dimers, trimers and higher order assemblies with
different separations, see Fig. 12(e).107
As has been shown, methods for artificial opal assembly
abound, and while photonic crystals themselves oﬀer unique
opportunities still, their popularity is perhaps derived more as a
result of the simplicity and diversity they provide as templates
for the formation of three-dimensional porous structures, more
specifically inverse opals (IO). Inverse opals are created by the
infiltration of synthetic opals with a material of high refractive
index and subsequent removal of the spheres to produce a
structure of periodic voids (air) surrounded by a continuously
interconnected material, and this creates a large refractive
index contrast that has the potential to produce a full PBG.
Not only however, are these structures used for the formation of
optically significant inverse opal materials, but they present a
simple and ideal route for the formation of both ordered and
disordered three-dimensionally porous structures beneficial to
several areas of research, and recent advancements are reviewed
in the next section.
IV Inverse opals: formation and
emerging technological applications
IO’s are a close packed array of spherical voids, formed by
infiltration of the artificial opal with a material of high refractive
index and the removal of the spheres by chemical etching or
calcination. There are a variety of methods that are capable of
producing programmable porosity from a range of gel, liquid,108
gas109 and solid phase starting or precursor materials, such as
evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA),110 glancing or oblique
angle deposition (GLAD/OAD),111–114 hybrid organic–inorganic
mesoscale templating,115 controlled phase demixing of block
co-polymers116 and many others. These materials can be hier-
archically rough, or porous on many length scales and may be
ordered38,117 or disordered.118 Here, we address the inverse
opal morphology and physical properties that lend themselves
to new technological research uses and applications.
In general, IO formation can be summarized in three steps:
(1) opal template formation by one of the techniques outlined
previously, (2)material infiltration and somemethod of conversion,
Fig. 12 (a) Schematic of the process for the fabrication of a particle wire using a patterned SAM and liquid bridge and SEM images of the wire structures
formed for spheres in (b) an aqueous solution and (c) ethanol solution.105 Adapted with permission from ref. 105. Copyright 2003 American Chemical
Society. (d) SEM images showing the eﬀect of pattern hole size with respect to voltage applied. Four diﬀerent hole sizes of 5 mm, 2 mm, 1 mm, and 500 nm
were patterned onto an electrode. At 5 V cm1, no deposition was seen in any of the holes. With increasing voltage, depositions into subsequently smaller
sized holes were observed. (e) SEM image of PS dimer structures constructed by EPD onto a two hole array pattern, with increased separation, showing
the controlled spacing of the PS beads. Adapted with permission from ref. 107. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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for example, by hydrolysis or other means, and (3) inversion by
the removal of the spheres. This last step may occur in tandem
with the second step, for example, the crystallization and/or
chemical conversion of solution based precursors infilled into
the template may occur during the sphere removal step in some
preparation methods. As discussed above, most opal templates
are formed using silica, PS or PMMA spheres. Silica spheres
oﬀer high temperature stability but require removal by wet
chemical etching in non-aqueous HF or NH4F, polymer spheres
are removed more easily by solvent removal, plasma treatment, or
calcination at temperatures above the glass transition tempera-
ture of the sphere material. The type of spheres used should
reflect the choice of infilled material and the method of synthesis,
given that these can vary between three general approaches: (a)
impregnation with liquid precursor or sol–gel,58,119 (b) gas-phase
depositions such as chemical vapour deposition (CVD)120,121 and
atomic layer deposition (ALD)122,123 that take place at extremely
high temperatures unsuitable for polymer templates, and (c)
electrochemical deposition whereby the chosen material is
precipitated out of an electrolyte and gradually nucleates and
grows within the template interstitials. There are many reviews and
book chapters that highlight the methods and details of the inverse
opal infiltration procedures and materials chemistry.19,120,124 More
recent investigations have shown that evaporative deposition,
or co-assembly, of polymeric spheres with a silicate sol–gel
precursor solution and subsequent removal of the colloidal
template allows the formation of the opal and inverse opal
material in a single step.125
Both the choice of network material and the method of
synthesis are dependent on the desired application. A material
with a suﬃciently high refractive index, ideally higher than 2.8
and an optimal filling fraction can produce a full PBG in the
near infrared and visible range, provided the material exhibits
minimal absorption along the desired wavelength range. There are
however, abundant applications that do not require a complete
PBG but still benefit from the porosity, topology and symmetry of
the IO structure and the optical characteristics maintained therein.
Therefore, the technologies presently under investigation for
functional enhancement by IO inclusion are wide-ranging and
include for example, photochemistry and catalysis,123,126 high
pressure liquid chromatography,127 solid-state dye and polymer
lasers, as well as sensors, waveguides, optical switches128 and
light emitting devices.129 One of the more promising arenas of
application, increasingly gaining attention is in energy storage
and generation, such as thermophotovoltaic (TPV) systems, dye
sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and Li-ion batteries (LIBs).
A. Inverted opals for optoelectronics and telecommunications
As discussed above, the optical characteristics of photonic crystals
make them ideally suited to several light relevant applications.
Through the introduction of defects that locally disrupt the
periodicity, allowed states can be created within the band-gap,
thereby producing light localization close to the defect, ideal for
trapping and guiding light. The use of light as opposed to
electrons for the transfer of information has become increasingly
more prevalent with the collective aim of developing all-optical
integrated circuits. The existence of the PBG or stop bands and
the resultant reflection of certain wavelengths, as well as the
localization properties and possibilities for suppressed or height-
ened spontaneous emission, coupled with the ability to control
these characteristics through material choice and design bestow
inverse opals with significant application potential. They have
thus far been investigated for a number of optical devices,
including waveguides,26,130 LEDs,129,131 filters,132 optical switches128
as well as sensors both chemical and biological.133
The first important step in photonic crystal applications
within communications was the synthesis of a Si IO with a
full PBG (see Fig. 13) within the frequency range relevant for
telecommunications B1.3–1.5 mm and above the absorption
edge of Si, therefore limiting absorptive losses. Si was grown by
CVD within a template of silica spheres, using disilane (Si2H6)
gas as the precursor.134
In a 2013 work, Feng Jin et al. demonstrated the lasing and
amplified spontaneous emission of a resonant cavity fabricated
by sandwiching a tert-butyl rhodamine B doped PMMA film
between two polymer IOs that acted as feedback mirrors. The
polymer IOs were formed as shown in Fig. 14(a) by the infiltration
of a PS sphere template with a photopolymerizable resin and
polymerized by exposure to UV light. When the gain medium was
sandwiched between two IO structures as in Fig. 14(b), the overlap
of the photonic stop band of the polymeric IOs with the photo-
luminescence band of the dye molecules in the sandwiched layer
produced single mode lasing emission135 (see Fig. 14(c) and (d)).
The epitaxial growth of group III–V semiconductor materials
in 3D IO nanostructures using selective area epitaxy through a
3D artificial opal template has been demonstrated by Nelson
et al., specifically, the formation of GaAs IOs (shown in Fig. 15(a)
and (b)) for optical applications.131 A 3D PhC LED was then
fabricated by incorporating a passivation layer of InGaAs between
Si doped and C doped GaAs IO cladding layers during growth
through the PhC template, thereby creating a LED heterostructure
within the 3D PhC structure, shown schematically in Fig. 15(c).
This PhC LED displayed electrically driven emission at increasing
drive currents (see Fig. 15(d)).
Photonic crystals have also been investigated as a route
towards considerably enhancing the emission of up-conversion
Fig. 13 Band structure of silicon inverse opal with an 88% infiltration of Si,
the full PBG is shown by the crosshatched region, with a gap to mid gap
ratio of 5.1% and SEM image of the (111) face of the silicon IO. Adapted with
permission from ref. 134. Copyright 2000 Nature Publishing Group.
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materials, where the deposition of these materials on the
surface of 3D PhCs benefits from enhanced coupling of light to
the emissive crystals.136–138 Up conversion materials are materials
capable of converting two or more low-energy incident photons
i.e. light in the infrared into one higher energy emitted photon i.e.
visible light. These materials (typically doped with lanthanides)
have received significant attention for their potential application
in LEDs, lasers, solar cells and within the fields of sensing and
biological labelling.139 Unfortunately however, these materials
tend to suffer from poor emission intensities. Photonic crystals
have unique optical properties that could enhance the emission
intensity. For example, Jiayan Liao and colleagues presented
enhanced emission for up conversion materials deposited on a
opal covered with metal nanoparticles (Ag).138 Based on coupling
the photonic band gap effects of the artificial opal and the surface
plasmons in the Ag nanoparticles, emission from the up conver-
sion materials (NaYF4:Yb
3+,Er3+ nanoparticles) was enhanced
by more than a factor of 10 for incident light at wavelengths
that overlapped with the PBG of the opal–Ag hybrid. Niu et al.
demonstrated more than a 30 fold enhancement in lumines-
cent emission when coupling fluoride up conversion nano-
particles with a 3D opal PhC.137 Wenbin Niu and colleagues
attribute this improvement to the enhanced absorption and
extraction provided by the 3D opal. These results illustrate the
potential application of PhC structures with up conversion
materials, in particular, in optoelectronic device design, solar
cell technology and sensing.
B. Inverted opals for sensor applications
The reflection of light at particular wavelengths and the depen-
dence of these wavelengths on the refractive index contrast of the
PhC make IOs extremely useful in sensor applications. Simply
altering the refractive index contrast by replacing or altering one
of the materials (usually air) with a material of diﬀerent refrac-
tive index will produce a shift in the PBG or stopband of the
IO structure. Hydrogel IOs in particular have been presented as
pH,140,141 humidity,142 glucose143 and gas sensors.144 For example,
amine-functionalized hydrogel IOs have been described for use in
CO2 gas sensing, formed through infiltration of a silica opal with
dimethyl aminopropyl methacrylamide (DMAPMA) precursor which
was then photopolymerized (Fig. 16).
The resultant IO structure once the spheres are removed
when immersed in pure water, exhibited a significant redshift
in diﬀraction peak when CO2 gas was injected into the water, as
shown in Fig. 16(c). A quantifiable relationship was observed
between the colour diﬀraction from the PhC and CO2 concen-
tration over the whole concentration range. Bubbling CO2 gas
through the hydrogel functionalized with amino groups pro-
duced ion pairs more hydrophilic than the non-ionic amino
groups and a Donnan potential that forces the hydrogel to
swell, sensitivity to CO2 is developed by the increase of the fixed
charge in the polymer network and a corresponding shift in the
diﬀraction of light from the IO. These hydrogel IO structures
were shown byWei Hong and colleagues as capable of detecting
CO2 from environmental gas samples.
145
IO sensors also hold a lot of possibilities for use in biological
applications.146,147 Biocompatible silk inverse opals formed as
schematically outlined in Fig. 17(a) from a purified natural
protein, silk fibroin, were fabricated by Sunghwan Kim et al. By
examining the optical response from their silk IOs (Fig. 17(b)
and (c)) under tissue (chicken breast) of between 2 and 5 mm,
Sunghwan Kim and colleagues confirm the ability to still detect
the photonic stop-band even under a high scattering environ-
ment (see Fig. 17(d) and (e)). The biocompatibility and the
degradable, implantable nature of silk IOs present a number of
possible applications within biological environments, in particular
Fig. 14 (a) Schematic illustration of the construction process of the polymeric IOs and an SEM image of the resulting IO formed with 256 nm PS spheres.
(b) Schematic outline of the fabricated lasing structure. (c) Emission spectra of the resonating cavity with photonic stop band at the wavelength of 610 nm
under diﬀerent excitation energy with spectra oﬀset for clarity. (d) Dependence of the FWHM and integrated emission intensity on the excitation energy
in the resonating cavity with 610 nm photonic stop band. Adapted with permission from ref. 135. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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once the photonic response can still be detected, under living
tissue. They also highlight the potential these structures have
with regard to colorimetric sensing, by applying diﬀerent glucose
concentrations to aﬀect refractive index changes within the
structure causing a shift in the stop band position, as shown in
Fig. 17(f) and (g).146 The tunability of the stop band coupled with
their low cost and ease of synthesis make IOs and PhCs in
general133,148 applicable to both sensing and switching applica-
tions. They present a number of possibilities for functional
sensing devices for both gas144,145,149 and solvent146,150 detection,
provided that material characteristics and design parameters can
be tuned for fabrication within specific devices. However, one of
their greatest application possibilities could be in bridging the
medicinal and technical worlds, especially as research into the
combination of biomaterials and PhC architectures continues.
Photonic material architectures show potential within sensing
applications but throughout biological applications, including
drug delivery151 and as scaﬀolds for tissue regeneration.152,153
C. Inverted opals for thermophotovoltaics and dye-sensitized
solar cells
Metallic IOs are not normally favoured for optical applications
due to their high absorbance in the visible range, but are
showing increasing potential for modifying thermal emission
as a result of the periodic modulation in the IO structure.154
One of the most limiting components in thermophotovoltaic
(TPV) systems for example, is the narrow band thermal emitter,
which emits radiation in a narrowed range of energies towards
the photovoltaic (PV) cell which then converts it to electricity.
Therefore, the range of energies emitted must be comparable
to the electronic band gap energy of the PV cell in order to
minimize losses and enhance eﬃciencies. Thermal emission is
directly related to absorption and so at the energies within the
photonic bad gap, where the density of states is zero and
absorption is low, thermal emission is limited. There is a diﬃculty
however in finding a material that can withstand the high
operating temperatures required for these devices. While the 3D
PhC has the ability to provide enhanced optical responses over
1 and 2D structures, there is still considerable attention given to
2D PhCs for application in TPV structures. The use of TPV systems
as a method of recycling the heat produced in many industrial or
combustion processes could be a viable route for achieving
portable energy, accessible in remote locations.155
In particular, tungsten IOs have the potential to become the
leading candidate for selective emitters due to the high melting
temperature of tungsten allowing thermal emission over a broad
range, however, the thermal stability of tungsten IOs is low.157,158
One route towards improving this is the implementation of oxide
passivation layers as a method of preventing surface diﬀusion
and thereby maintaining structural integrity. This was presented
by Arpin et al., in 2011, by the application of protective coatings of
alumina or hafnia to the surface of tungsten IOs using atomic
layer deposition, shown in Fig. 18. This method allowed the
production of IOs with thermal stability (for at least 12 hours)
Fig. 15 Schematic and SEM image of (a) a GaAs filled PhC template and (b) an inverted GaAs structure after template removal. (c) Schematic of a GaAs
3D photonic crystal LED fabricated by containing an InGaAs light-emitting layer (red) with a GaAs 3D PhC (blue). The complete structure was then
lithographically patterned into a cylindrical mesa with a Au ring electrode on the surface and (d) the electroluminescence spectra from the 3D PhC LED
with emission not modified by the 3D photonic structure and showing the intensity to be linearly dependent on drive current.131 Reproduced with
permission from ref. 131. Copyright 2011 Nature Publishing Company.
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of up to 1000 1C with the alumina coating and up to 1400 1C for
the hafnia coated IOs.156
There is presently a growing interest in the use of PhCs for
solar energy harvesting in DSSCs whereby the porosity of the IO
structure allows for better electrolyte infiltration and improve-
ments in the photo-collection eﬃciency though enhanced electron
transport. Traditionally, DSSCs consist of a number of stacked
layers, including, a glass slide, a transparent conducting oxide,
a photoanode of semiconductor oxide particulates (frequently
disordered TiO2 nanoparticles) along with dyes, electrolyte and
the counter electrode. During operation, electrons from the dye
are injected due to photoexcitation into the TiO2 nanoparticles.
It is the magnitude of the electron flux in the injection/trans-
port process as well as the recombination processes that occur
between the photoexcited electrons and the redox ions in the
electrolyte that determines the eﬃciency of the DSSC. Replacing
the nanoparticle materials with 3D IOs has shown a lot of promise
in improving electron transport characteristics, due to better
electrolyte infiltration and shorter electron diﬀusion distances.159
However, some issues have arisen due to a relatively lower specific
area compared with the conventional nanoparticle method lead-
ing to lower levels of dye absorption.160
Some progress on improving this has been shown by the for-
mation of mesoporous TiO2 IO structures
160 and by Park et al. by
combining the nanoparticles approach and the 3D IO layout.161
Through the hydrothermal growth of TiO2 1D nanorods on the
surface of the TiO2 IO structure, outlined in the SEM images of
Fig. 19(a–c), the effective surface area was increases up to a
maximum of 4 the surface area of a bare IO. This along with a
slight improvement in scattering response in visible light and
improved dye absorption (Fig. 19(d)), led to improvements
in several of the DSSC properties over the bare IO structure,
including the short circuit current and the photocurrent (see
Fig. 19(e)).161 The growth of nanorods on the surface of the IO
structure could be of benefit to other IO applications as well,
increasing the surface area while maintaining the connection
to the overall IO base.
However, the IO structure has also been applied to other
aspects of the solar cell make-up both for DSSCs and for Si solar
cells, with promising results. For example, carbon IOs have
been investigated as a possible counter electrode material for
DSSCs.162 Si IOs have shown promise as back reflectors for Si
solar cells.163 Their inclusion was shown to improve absorption
of near-IR wavelengths and give a 10% enhancement to short
circuit current with no degradation in the open-circuit voltage.
Mihi et al. has also presented a technique for transferring pre-
formed 3D Si PhCs onto diﬀerent substrates including inde-
pendently processed porous DSSCs of nanocrystalline TiO2 and
ZnO nanowire electrodes, see Fig. 20(a)–(d).164 The performance
of a device with and without the IO back-reflector were compared
(Fig. 20(e)) and the power efficiency for both devices with the IO
structure i.e. either on TiO2 or ZnO nanowires, was much better
than that of the structure without, as shown by the external
quantum efficiency plot in Fig. 20(e)II, indicating the higher
photocurrent for the IO-containing device. The ability to transfer
Si IOs to DSSCs without disruption to structural integrity, could
be adopted for other device types, that would benefit from the full
or partial PBG provided by these Si IOs.164 As mentioned above,
the initial attraction for IO incorporation in DSSCs stems from a
need to improve electron transport, which IOs with their porous
interconnected architecture allow through better electrolyte
infiltration and a three dimensional connected network.
This advantage can also be considered for the adaption of
IO structures for Li-ion battery electrodes, and for low-cost
perovskite-based solar cell technologies. They provide options
for low-k dielectrics critical to the future success of the semi-
conductor industry, but the vast majority of potential applica-
tions have yet to be explored, particularly involving IOs where a
Fig. 16 (a) Schematic illustration for the fabrication of the CO2 sensitive
inverse opal film and the sensing mechanism of the inverse opal film (IOF)
for CO2 gas sensing. (b) The induced colour change of the CO2 sensitive
inverse opal film in pure water after being bubbledwith 1mLCO2–N2mixtures
from 0 to 4.9 vol%. Scale bar: 0.5 cm. (c) Plot of the diffraction maxima of the
photonic film versus fractions of CO2 in 1 mL CO2–N2 mixtures. Inset in panel
(c): the reflectance spectra of the photonic film corresponding to the fractions
in (b).145 Reproduced with permission from ref. 145. Copyright 2013 The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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significant reduction in defect density and greater long range
order is needed in IO production. The ability to alter the
chemistry of the films, to incorporate or tether species from
luminescent nanocrystals to living cells into the porous matrix
of these materials oﬀers a host of potential sensing and bio-
medical applications. In addition, the unique optical properties
of IOs can also be exploited to explore other synergistic eﬀects
that are not possible without the phenomenological attributes
of an optically active host structure, as opposed to an optically
active host material.
D. Inverted opals for electrochemical energy storage
Li-ion batteries power most of our portable electronics by virtue
of their high energy and power density. It is well known
however, that due to the brittle and disordered nature of the
active electrode material presently used in most commercial
Li-ion batteries and the subsequent need for conductive addi-
tives and/or binders to ensure good electrical contact, current
batteries often suﬀer performance limitations, with electrical
disconnections and poor ion and electron diﬀusion. There
remains therefore, an ever-increasing need for a charge storage
technology capable of providing the high performance and fast
charging, needed to sustain our rapidly advancing, high-
powered portable electronics industry as well as placate our
need for cleaner energies, from electric vehicles to solar and
wind storage, all, while maintaining stable and safe capacity
retentions during operation. For this reason, a lot of considera-
tion is currently given to the development of materials and
architectures for the formation and optimization of electrodes
in high-performance, rechargeable Li-ion and emerging alter-
native batteries.165,166 In particular, the open but continuously
interconnected material design of IO electrode architectures167
has been shown to promote stable, and more eﬃcient electronic
and ionic conduction during Li insertion and removal, substan-
tially improving both power and rate capabilities.168,169
The first investigation of inverted opal electrode design was
completed on sol–gel vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) in its ambigel
form (Fig. 21), a cathode material with high surface area
and high porosity.170 Xerogels, aerogels and ambigels are nano-
structured materials formed from the drying of wet gel pre-
cursors; a different level of drying creates a different level of
porosity and surface area. Ambigels are low density materials
with a level of porosity and surface area between that of a
xerogel (moderately low surface area and porosity) and aerogel
(high porosity and high surface area obtained under super-
critical drying conditions). This was formed by centrifuging
5 mL of IPA diluted vanadyl alkoxide into the sphere template,
aging for 24 hours and removal of the spheres in toluene.
Solvent exchange was performed in cyclohexane to produce the
aerogel-like material.
Fig. 17 (a) Schematic diagram of the process of formation for the silk fibroin IO structure and SEM images of IO structures formed with pore sizes
(b) 240 nm and (c) 300 nm. (d) Transmission spectra for the silk IO lattice 300 nm when placed under tissue (chicken) slices of diﬀerent thicknesses
highlight pseudogap behaviour. (e) An image of the silk IO under one layer of tissue (0.5 mm thick) with a cover glass inserted between the tissue and the
IO to avoid swelling and magnified transmission spectra to emphasize the transmission dip in thick tissue. (f) Glucose refractive index sensing for a silk IO
with lattice constant 240 nm, showing reflectance spectra for diﬀerent concentrations of glucose (0%, 5%, 12.5% and 21.25%). (g) Plot of wavelength of
reflectance peaks as a function of refractive index.146 Adapted with permission from ref. 146. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group.
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Sakamoto and Dunn discovered in this 2002 study that the
inverted structure with pores of B800 nm, combined with the
mesoporosity of the ambigel on the scale of 10 to 30 nm, led to
higher capacities at higher discharge rates, which they attributed
to improved mass transport and better electrolyte infiltration.
The inverted opal architecture should potentially reduce the
Fig. 18 (a) Schematic outline of formation of the tungsten IOs on tungsten foils by electrodeposited inside the 3D silica sphere template and the
tungsten inverse opals are then coated with HfO2 or Al2O3 by ALD to impart thermal stability and SEM images (b) showing complete structural
degradation after heating a tungsten inverse opal (not protected) to 1000 1C for 30 min in forming gas and of (c) Al2O3 coated and (d) HfO2 coated
tungsten IOs after heating to 1000 1C for 12 h.156 Adapted with permission from ref. 156. Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.
Fig. 19 SEM images of (a) the TiO2 IO structure with an inset showing the TiO2 IO coated with the TiO2 nanoparticle seeds for nanorod growth (b) the
nanorod-coated TiO2 IO structure. (c) Magnified SEM image of the nanorods on the surface of the IO structure. (d) Dye-adsorption density versus growth
time of the nanorods illustrating the increase in absorption with increase in surface area (e) J–V curves of DSSCs comprising bare IO and nanorod IO
electrodes.161 Adapted with permission from ref. 161. Copyright 2014 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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tortuosity and resulting polarization caused by mass transport
through the active material compared with other conventional
electrode designs. Vanadium pentoxide IOs have been studied
several times following this but have generally concentrated more
heavily on electrochromic behaviour rather than Li-ion battery
cycling.171,172 However, since the initial investigation using V2O5
ambigel, several studies have since investigated the potential bene-
fits of the inverse opal design on battery performance, for a host
of other materials and material composites both for anode and
cathode materials as well as the current collector and separator.
E. IO cathodes
The eﬀects of the IO macroporosity have also been investigated
for LiCoO2, the cathode material currently used in most com-
mercial LIBs. A PMMA sphere template was infiltrated with a
mixture of lithium acetate and cobalt acetate and heated to form
the desired phase of LiCoO2. In order to improve the porosity,
grain control agents such as poly(ethylene glycol) or platinum
modifiers were added to the salt precursors. These IO structures
however, showed poor cycling ability and at high temperature
Fig. 20 SEM images of 500 nm diameter silicon IO PhC on (a) a 5 mm thick nanocrystalline TiO2 layer and (b) on a substrate covered with 10 mm long
ZnO nanowires (150–200 nm diameter) and photographs of (c) a preformed film peeled from the original substrate (d) silicon IOs on dye sensitized ZnO
nanowire electrodes after calcination at 500 1C for 2 h and (e) current–voltage curve (AM 1.5 illumination 112 mW cm2; active area 0.25 cm2) and (e)II
quantum efficiency (monochromator slit opening 1.5 mm) for control and IO coupled DSSCs. The values for the reference cell are Jsc = 6.3 mA cm
2,
Voc = 0.78 V, h = 2.33%, FF = 0.52. The values for the PhC coupled cell are Jsc = 10.26 mA cm
2, Voc = 0.73 V, h = 3.2%, FF = 0.48. QE = quantum
efficiency. Adapted with permission from ref. 164. Copyright 2011 Wiley-VCH.
Fig. 21 (a) Process for fabricating the hierarchical V2O5 IO electrode, vanadium alkoxide precursor was infiltrated into a PS template, the precursor was
exposed to water vapor for hydrolysis and condensation and sphere removal produced a V2O5 ambigel IO (b) galvanostatic characteristics for the
hierarchical V2O5 electrode: (a) discharge–charge behavior at 48 mA g
1 for three cycles; (b) discharge curves for a series of currents varying from 48 to
4800 mA g1. Reproduced with permission from ref. 170. Copyright The Royal Society of Chemistry 2002.
Journal of Materials Chemistry C Review
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the phase transformation of the LiCoO2 resulted in significant
grain growth that led to disruptive shrinkage in the material
pores.173 Due to the scarcity of cobalt, its high cost and poor
cycle life, LiCoO2 is not considered as the most ideal cathode
material for our growing future energy needs. One example
being considered as a potential replacement is LiFePO4, a low
cost material with a low toxicity and high thermal stability with
a high theoretical specific capacity, it suﬀers however from poor
electrical conductivity in some forms giving a lower but very
stable specific capacity. The IO architecture has been investi-
gated as a route to overcoming this issue by increasing the
interface between the electrode and electrolyte.174–176
The investigations into LiFePO4 materials for battery appli-
cations have usually involved brittle, disordered particles, there-
fore an interconnected porous material could greatly decrease the
diﬀusion distances the ions must travel, increase the surface area
in contact with electrolyte and thus improve conductivity and
overall performance. Doherty et al. investigated the performance
of LiFePO4 IOs of diﬀerent pore sizes and calcination tempera-
tures and found templates made with spheres of 240 nm, the
largest used in the study, were found to have consistently higher
discharge capacities than samples made with smaller diameter
templates. Templates of PMMA spheres were infilled by drop-
casting with precursor solution formed using iron nitrate non-
ahydrate (Fe(NO3)39H2O), lithium acetate (CH3COOLi), and
phosphoric acid. Some decomposition was observed in the IO
structure during the necessary crystallization process by calcina-
tion at high temperatures, and it was suggested that templates of
very small sphere sizes are unlikely to produce uniform, unda-
maged IO structures. Discharge capacities close to the theore-
tical capacity of 170 mA h g1 were observed at low discharge
rates for samples calcined at temperatures between 500–800 1C.
At higher discharge rates it was the higher temperature calcined
samples that performed best, i.e. the crystalline materials.
Significantly less polarization was seen for samples prepared
at 800 1C than those at 500 1C, indicating an improved con-
ductivity due to the increased sintering of grain boundaries.
The benefit of the IO structure was outlined as the most ideal
method for controlling pore size and while increased surface
area did not produce the best results here the increased per-
formance for the larger template diameters was attributed to
better electrolyte soakage.174
In a similar IO based approach, improved conductivity and
shorter diﬀusion distances were achieved by combining the
IO architecture with a conductive coating, FeF3 IO electrodes
coated with the conducting polymer PEDOT. A PS template was
first infiltrated with a solution of FeF33H2O in water and
methanol with vacuum filtration to remove any residual solution.
After the spheres were removed in toluene the conducting poly-
mer PEDOT was then coated onto the surface of the FeF3 IO
electrodes by the in situ polymerization of EDOT. The complete
electrode had the benefit of increased conductivity from the
PEDOT and the short diﬀusion distances of the porous FeF3
structure. This combination produced a reported capacity of
210 mA h g1 at a current density of 20 mA g1 and high power
capability of 120 mA h g1 at a current density of 1 A g1 at
room temperature, with good cycling stability, all attributed to
the enhanced ionic and electronic transport in the porous,
conducting-polymer coated cathode.177
F. IO anodes
Due to its low cost, chemical stability and high electrical con-
ductivity, carbon is presently the leading candidate as the anode
material of LIBs and graphitic carbon is currently used in com-
mercial LIB anodes. While carbon benefits from a high electrical
conductivity, its performance at high discharge is limited by poor
ionic conductivity. The IO structure has proven attractive as a
possible architecture to improve overall carbon performance due
in most part to its attractive mass transport capabilities and easier
electrolyte infiltration. The first forays into the synthesis of carbon
IOs concentrated mainly on optical capabilities,178 however since
then, C IOs have shown a lot of potential as a solution to rate
limitations in LIBs.179 The rate capability of a LIB is aﬀected by a
number of factors including charge-transfer reactions at the sur-
face of the electrodes and the solid state diﬀusion of Li ions within
the electrodes. The IO structure can potentially improve both of
these through their increased surface areas, and macroporosity,
shortening diﬀusion lengths. Significant improvement over
non-templated carbon was reported by Lee et al. for hard C
IOs synthesised using a PMMA sphere template and resorcinol-
formaldehyde (RF) polymer precursor.179 Their potential as
anode materials has been further emphasised by recent investiga-
tions into further improving their battery performance through
surface modification.180
Kang et al. investigated the battery performance of C IOs
(Fig. 22(a)) formed by the infiltration of a PS template with a
phloroglucinol/formaldehyde (PF) resol precursor and compared
this with the performance of both mesoporous C IO (Fig. 22(b))
and C IO coated with amino-groups (Fig. 22(c)).180 The amino-
groups were grafted on to the C IOs by dispersion of C IO material
in deionized water, and the addition of 8.3 mmol of p-phenylene-
diamine and 8.3mmol of sodium nitrate, 10mL hydrochloric acid
was subsequently added dropwise and the complete mixture was
stirred for 4 h at room temperature. Mesoporous IOs were
fabricated by adding a block copolymer Pluronic F127 to the
PF-resol for infiltration of the PS template. Large irreversible
specific capacities were presented for all the C IOs and attrib-
uted to the formation of a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer
on the IO material. The amino-coated C, with an initial capacity
of 359 mA h g1, showed very little improvement over the
ordinary C IO material, however the first specific capacity for
the mesoporous material is reported, for a specific current of
100 mA g1, as 432 mA h g1 compared to the 350 mA h g1
of the ordinary IO (see Fig. 22(d)) and to theB372 mA h g1 of
commercial graphite.
After 10 cycles the reversible specific capacity of the meso-
porous C IO material was 375 mA h g1 compared with the
290 mA h g1 of the ordinary IO structure (Fig. 22(e)) and the
decrease in this capacity with increasing cycle number was less
for themesoporous IO structures. This was attributed to an easier
ion transport channel and shorter solid-state diﬀusion lengths in
the mesoporous IO material. In general, such statements are
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deemed applicable to these inverse opal structures, but are
rarely assessed definitively. In this study, as in many others, an
increase in the specific current from 100 to 300 mA g1 was
observed, whereas the decrease in capacity of the C IO was
larger than that of the mesoporous structure (see Fig. 22(f)) and
this was attributed to the faster Li-ion intake of the material
and/or faster diﬀusion within the material due to the access
aﬀorded by the mesopores.180
Reductions in the characteristic dimensions of the active
material in an electrode are more eﬀective in improving battery
cycling rates than increases in ion diﬀusivity D, because the
characteristic time constant t for diﬀusion is proportional to
the square of the diﬀusion length L (t B L2/D). For IO electro-
des, however, quantitative investigation of this remains open.
For example, control over the IO wall thickness to unequivocally
determine the rate limitations caused by solid state diﬀusion are
not defined in all studies, and the inherent dynamic changes in
dielectric constant (increase in electrode impedance) and con-
comitant reduction in pore volume due to lithiation, are not
typically accounted for when broad statements on ambipolar
conductivity enhancements are made. While IO electrodes and
porous or nanoscale material in general oﬀer greater surface
area (at the expense of reduced gravimetric energy density),
the ability to template these structures on a range of substrates
is likely to be very beneficial in non-planar designs of battery
electrodes.
Both dense walled and porous walled germanium IOs have
also been investigated for the anode of lithium ion batteries.181
Formed by chemical vapour deposition onto silica sphere
templates, the resultant structures more closely resembled their
template counterpart more so than the more familiar IO open-
network structures. However, coulombic eﬃciencies of over
90% after the first cycle were reported for these germanium
IOs, both for the dense and porous walled IO material, which is
presented as much higher than those of other germanium
anodes, such as nanowires or thin film electrodes. An enhanced
rate performance was also shown at high current rates for the
porous walled IO and the higher capacity ofB10% attributed to
the increase in surface area and the increase in Li-ion flux at
the electrode electrolyte interface. The walls of the porous IO
structure were shown through SEM and TEM to swell signifi-
cantly during lithiation but no pulverization was seen which
was accredited to the facile strain relaxation allowed by the free
space available in the IO pores.
Several other materials have been investigated for IO anodes,
including TiO2
182 and NiO183 and in general, both cathode and
anode IO materials have shown promising potential in enhan-
cing the transport kinetics in the batteries, but have displayed
only moderate improvements in rate performance and cycling
stability. The macroporosity of the active material improves ion
transport but does little to improve electron transport, the IO
structure does not extend to the current collecting substrate or
material. This has been suggested as the main reason for poor
rate performance. For this reason in recent years, concentration
has moved towards applying the IO structure to the current
collector in order to improve electron transport, but there remains
many open questions on the role of phase and dielectric constant
changes during reversible lithiation on the resistivity of the
material, including any physical material disconnections caused
by volumetric swelling and contraction during discharging and
charging. The use of plastically deformable IO structures that
internally house active materials may be one method to accom-
modate the physical deformation, while maintaining a defined
3D interconnected electrical conductivity. The active material can
then be applied to the IO structure as nanoparticles or thin films
thereby allowing the dimensionality and connectivity of the
IO network to extend to the active electrode as well. Essentially
the use of a 3D IO structure as a support material allows the
formation of nanocomposite active materials with improved
conductivity or stability. These investigations have produced
Fig. 22 SEM images of the (a) IO C (b) mesoporous IO C (c) amino group
coated IO C and the discharge–charge profiles for the IO C and meso-
porous coated IO C for the (d) first and (e) the tenth cycle and (f) the
variation in specific capacity with an increase in specific current illustrating
a greater decrease for the IO C compared with the mesoporous structure.
Adapted with permission from ref. 180. Copyright 2013 American Chemical
Society.
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some of the most promising results towards achieving high
power and high energy density batteries.165 Lastly, for cathodes,
the response to high rate performance has been assessed to
some degree.
Approximatively 360 W is required to charge a 1 W h cell
phone battery in 10 s (at a 360 C charging rate – the C-rate being
the inverse time in hours to full charge or discharge). Even at
the highest charge rate tested thus far for these materials
(B1150 C), corresponding to a time of B3 s to fully discharge
the capacity, the material achieves about 80% of its theoretical
capacity. Such discharge rates are 2–3 orders of magnitude
larger than those used in today’s lithium ion batteries.184
For conventional lithium ion batteries, typical volumetric energy
and power densities areB60mWh cm3 and 100mW cm3. It is
possible to achieve higher power density, up to 1000 mW cm3,
by using porous battery electrodes that reduce ion diﬀusion
through the active anode and cathode materials, as well as
designs that reduce ion diﬀusion time in the electrolyte and
decrease electrical resistance in the electrodes.185 There is limited
research that quantifies electrical resistance changes in porous
battery electrodes and even less information on the direct
influence of phase change and structural changes that are related
to the capacity and rate capability as a function of cycle life for
cathode–anode pairs using IO structures. Lastly, a note on the
types of materials that have been tested in some form of ordered
porous network for Li-ion batteries specifically. The preceding
discussion has largely detailed the state of the art and some of
the important aspects, but several other materials and systems
are also important. A recent book chapter186 succinctly details
many of the studies in which inverse opals have been used, and
methods for making a wide variety of oxide and other materials
and compositions. Critically, the majority of Li-ion systems
use standard perchlorate or hexafluorophosphate and related
electrolytes, and are arranged in half-cells, where only one
material is investigated. Also, no full cell assembly based on
non-planar designs of materials with such potential benefits
have been examined.
G. IO current collector and separator
A recent advance in the use of IOs and structured porous
material in energy storage has been the development of struc-
tured metallic current collectors and 3D porous separators used
to store electrolyte between the cathode and anode in a lithium-
ion battery. In principle, by ensuring a 3D conductive matrix
onto which a thin active material is uniformly coated, very high
charge rates are possible if the thickness approaches the solid
state diﬀusion limit of the material, reducing polarization
resistance, and increasing the rate of charge without adversely
aﬀecting the conductivity of the electrode. The third physical
‘layer’ that is critical for battery function is the separator – a
porous material membrane that can be fashioned from a range
of polymers or from glass fibre, whose function is to electrically
isolate the anode from the cathode while simultaneously allow-
ing ionic conduction with ideally no ionic conductivity impe-
dance. Since the function of a separator is facilitated by a type of
porosity, 3D structured materials and inverse opals have, just very
recently, been synthesized as battery separators, as well as current
collectors, and cathode or anode materials.
Zhang et al. reported superior rate performance in bicontinuous
electrodes formed using a Ni IO support for the active material,
synthesised by electrodeposition into a PS sphere template
(of either 1.8 mm or 466 nm diameter), with a current of
B2 mA cm2 using a commercial electroplating solution (Techni
Nickel S, Technic Corp), as outlined in Fig. 23(a).
The Ni IO was electropolished before infilling with the active
material in order to increase the overall porosity toB94%, see
Fig. 23(b). The active cathode material MnO2 was then electro-
deposited on to the Ni framework and lithiated in a molten salt
solution of LiNO3 and LiOH. This three-dimensional bicontinuous
lithiated MnO2 cathode (Fig. 23(c)) with a thickness of B30 nm
was shown to retain 76% of its capacity when discharged at 185 C,
and 38% when discharged at 1114 C, as shown in Fig. 23(d). The
authors reported that the use of smaller sized spheres at the
templating stage resulted in a greater energy density for a given
thickness of active material, due to the increase in surface area of
the smaller pored system.187
Large volume changes (up to 400%) can occur with silicon
anodes during lithium insertion and extraction which leads to
electrode pulverization and a loss of electric contact between
the active material and the current collector (see schematic
Fig. 24(a)). In order to alleviate this, Zhang and colleagues also
investigated the use of a Ni IO current collector (Fig. 24(b)) with
a thin film of silicon material. A PS sphere template was formed
on a tungsten foil by vertical deposition, infiltrated with Ni by
electrodeposition and the spheres then removed in tetrahydro-
furan. The resultant Ni IO (Fig. 24(d)) was then electro-polished
to increase pore size as before and a thin film of silicon
Fig. 23 (a) Schematic for the formation of the bicontinuous electrode
fabrication process, the yellow indicates the electrolytically active MnO2
and the green is the Ni current collector and SEM images for (b) the polished Ni
IO and (c) the lithiatedMnO2–Ni composite electrode. (d) Ultrafast discharge of
the lithiated MnO2 material, at C-rates ranging from 1.1 to 1114 C.
187 Adapted
with permission from ref. 187. Copyright 2011 Nature Publishing Group.
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deposited by CVD from dislane. This produced a bi-continuous
anode of thin layer silicon on a porous 3D Ni metal scaﬀold
(Fig. 24(c and e)) that showed improved cycling behaviour com-
pared to a thick layer of silicon deposited on a planar Ni foil.
After 10 cycles only 10% capacity remained for the flat film
on the Ni foil, which was attributed to pulverization of the
silicon material and loss of electrical contact. The spherical
pores of the 3D Ni provided a nanoscale reaction space for the
silicon to lithium alloying/dealloying and limited the electrical
disconnections due to volume changes responsible for the capa-
city fading in the flat film sample. Therefore the 3D structured
electrode presented much higher specific capacity overall and
much higher capacity retention, as shown by Fig. 24(f).
Recently, Ni–Si composite electrodes have been fabricated by
the electrodeposition of a silicon layer on to a Ni IO scaffold.189,190
In one such study, the battery performance of the Si-on-Ni IO
structure was compared to a Si-on-Ni nanocable array of equal
active material mass. The Si on Ni IO material did exhibit higher
volumetric capacities and better rate capabilities than the nano-
cable array, however, both suffered capacity fading common with
Si anodes, which they attributed in this case to the formation of
an SEI layer on the silicon surface. Silicon film thickness was
varied for a number of samples and a decrease in capacity
retention was seen for silicon thickness of B50 nm. Li inser-
tion increases the thickness of the silicon material, causing the
porosity of the IO to decrease which is believed to lower
electrolyte infiltration and contact thereby lowering capacity
values. Therefore IO performance can be optimized through
silicon film thickness and IO pore size.190
One of the disadvantages of thin film active materials atop
conductive IOs is that volume expansion on lithium insertion
can still be problematic, causing the material to delaminate
from the IO current collector. Some success in alleviating this
problem was seen by integrating IO C with geometrically
entrapped active nanoparticles, in this case SnO2 as is schema-
tically shown in Fig. 25.191 The macroporous nature of the C IO
allows easy access for the Li ions and the geometrical constrains
of the elastic C IO can better accommodate the volume changes
in the active nanoparticles on lithium insertion and removal,
reducing tendencies to self-aggregate and/or delaminate from
the conductive IO. As the technology advances, fundamental
questions may benefit from in situ or optical probing of phase
and material changes during charging and discharging, and this
is amenable from ordered porous structures that behave as
inverse opal photonic crystals (as least while periodic long range
order and index contrast is maintained). However, full cells that
have all porous architectures can be brittle, and the adaption of
interpenetrating polymer networks (using Li-ion conducting
polymers) may provide a possible solution to an all porous
cathode–anode pairing in a full cell, and inspiration may come
from Li–polymer batteries in this regard.
In Li-ion and other batteries that require liquid electrolytes,
this will need to be stored in a separator, and advances in
engineering the structure of the separator has become a topic
of importance.
Fig. 24 (a) Illustration of the loss of electric contact in a thick silicon film on a current collector foil during cycling. (b) Silicon thin film showing good
contact to Ni substrate. (c) Bicontinuous bulk anode consisting of a silicon thin film on a 3D porous Ni scaﬀold. SEM image of (d) the Ni scaﬀold and
(e) silicon coated Ni after CVD. (f) Capacity retention comparison of a 3D silicon anode and a foil supported silicon anode at a 0.05 C rate.188 Adapted with
permission from ref. 188. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
Fig. 25 Schematic illustration showing the preparation of the C IO elec-
trode with entrapped SnO2 nanoparticles.
191 Reproduced with permission
from ref. 191. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group.
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Most research into the utilization of the IO architecture within
LIBs has concentrated on the active components. Recently how-
ever, Hwan Kim et al. presented a study looking at the formation
and potential benefits of an IO separator.192 The separator
membrane takes its place between anode and cathode, and in
most current LIBs is made of porous (randomly distributed)
polyolefin materials. It is incumbent for high battery perfor-
mance that fast and uniform ionic flow can occur through the
electrolyte soaked separator. In this work by Kim and colleagues,
an IO separator was formed by combining the template assembly
and infiltration into a single step. In a polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) nonwoven substrate, vertical deposition was used to assem-
ble silica spheres in the presence of a UV cross-linked ethoxylated
trimethylolpropane triacrylate (ETPTA) polymer matrix. The
ETPTP monomer formed between the assembled spheres and
was cured under UV irradiation for 15 s with the help of a
photoinitiator. The silica spheres were then removed in hydro-
fluroric acid which resulted in a thin and flexible IO separator
with a thickness ofB20 mm, see Fig. 26(a). The ideal SiO2–ETPTA
composition for the formation of a well ordered well packed IO
structure by this method was reported as 74/26 (v/v), composition
ratios above and below this produced non close-packed randomly
dispersed spheres and poorly ordered aggregated assemblies,
respectively. In a LiCoO2 cathode/graphite anode cell, the
OCV profile for the ordered IO separator is comparable to
that of a polypropylene/polyethelene/polypropylene (PP/PE/PP)
commercial separator. The behaviour of the disordered struc-
tures is less comparable, with sharp decreases in OCV profiles
attributed to leakage currents.
The flexibility of this IO material while little diﬀerent from
current separator materials could be of interest within other
applications, the seamless nano-scaﬀold structure is not disrupted
when wound around a stainless steel rod with a diameter of
1.5 mm. The mechanical stability of the IO structure is maintained
even after frequent bending deformation. This is however depen-
dent on the non-woven substrate material. This IO separator has
been shown to greatly improve ion transport under harsh condi-
tions such as high mass loading, fast charging/discharging and
highly polar liquid electrolyte compared with an example of a
commercial separator, as shown in Fig. 26(b) and (c). The Ragone
plot, describes the relationship between energy and power density,
and the use of IO separator saw an increase in energy density
compared with commercial PP/PE/PP separator for high power
densities, i.e. a change in the Ragone plot was seen for a change in
separator. While only the first step, the high wettability and 3D
ordered macroporous interconnected nature of the IO separator
presented by Hwan Kim et al. could lead to expanded thinking
within battery performance optimization and material investiga-
tions. The higher ion conductivity of this IO separator appears
very promising.192
Today’s energy needs require a storage technology with the
energy density of a battery and a power density of a supercapacitor.
Fig. 26 (a) Schematic representation of IO separator manufactured via the simple one-pot EISA of SiO2 nanoparticles in the presence of a UV-curable
ETPTA monomer inside a PET nonwoven substrate, followed by UV-cross-linking and selective removal of the SiO2 nanoparticle superlattices and the
cycling performance of cells, where the cells were assembled with high-mass-loading electrodes (cathode/anode = 25.0/11.5 mg cm2) and IO separator
(SiO2/ETPTA = 74 : 26 (v/v)) or PP/PE/PP separator. The cells were cycled between 3.0 and 4.2 V at a charge–discharge current density of 1.0 C/1.0 C.
(b) Variation in the charge–discharge profiles with cycling. (c) Capacity retention as a function of the cycle number.192 Reproduced with permission from
ref. 192. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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Supercapacitors store charge diﬀerently to batteries, by acces-
sing charge compensation mechanisms at the electrical double
layer at the surface–electrolyte interface. Usually, limited or no
intercalation, alloying or other phase change processes occur as
they do in Li-ion batteries, yet capacitance may be accessed in
Li-ion containing electrolytes as well as aqueous electrolytes. In
2013 Pikul et al.,193 presented a microbattery design, schema-
tically depicted in Fig. 27(a), consisting of 3D bicontinuous
interdigitated microelectrodes formed from thin layers of
nickel–tin, for the anode, and lithiated manganese oxide, for
the cathode, electrodeposited onto interdigitated highly porous
Ni scaffolds, shown in Fig. 27(b). The Ni scaffolds were fabricated
through electro-deposition on PS opal templates assembled on
glass with gold sputter coated into interdigitated rectangular
templates on the glass. The top down view of the interdigitated
electrodes are shown in Fig. 27(c). The rate capabilities for this
type of microbattery were examined to determine what possibi-
lities the IO structure provided in terms of the energy and power
densities (see Fig. 27(d)).
Higher power densities up to 7.4 mW cm2 mm1, without
sacrificing energy density, were reported. After four high rate
cycles the microbattery cell retains 92% of its energy and 64%
after 15 high rate cycles, see Fig. 27(d). This is attributed to a
reduction in ion diﬀusion lengths through the active electrode
material, the time for ion diﬀusion in electrolyte, and electrical
resistances across the entire microbattery. This meets or exceeds
the high power densities of the best supercapacitors with com-
parable energy density, 2000 greater and 2 greater than the
power density and energy density, respectively, of other 3D
microbatteries. This first example of a full battery system of IO
electrodes highlights the full extent of the possibilities IOs bring
to battery and energy research and design. The shorter diﬀusion
distances, the increase in surface area and electrolyte infiltration
and less stringent requirements for conductive additives ensure
IO electrodes a place in future energy storage developments, and
as engineered porous materials that provide an optical signature
for material and phase changes in order to understand the
influence of charging rate, material swelling, dielectric constant
changes, conductivity variations and reduction in ordered porosity
in cases where this is perceived to be a benefit, can be assessed.
V Adapting photonic crystal properties
to electrochemical energy storage
This section will summarise in a generally amenable manner,
the approaches from PBG materials optics to electrochemical
energy storage that involves inverse opal electrodes. In particular
we will focus on Li-ion batteries (and applicable to any cation
insertion that causes a crystal structure and volume change in
the host material) and to some extent, electrochromic materials.
Pseudocapacitive electrochemical energy storage (EES) systems165
are not explored as there is formally little change in the active
materials – the IO structure in such cases provides a greater
surface area but does not undergo changes that fundamentally
alter the definition of the PBG and optical diffraction from periodic
arrangements of dielectric contrast caused by (electro)chemical
interactions, mechanical deformation, or applied voltage.
A. Optical probing of IO battery materials
Optical probes or photonic spectroscopies that can interrogate
not only physical properties, but basic phenomena as well as
correlating separate characteristics (optical–electrochemical,
optical–thermal, magnetic–chemical as pertinent examples etc.)
Fig. 27 (a) Schematic illustrating the microbattery design. (b) Cross-section SEM image of the interdigitated electrodes spanning two periods with insets
of the magnified Ni scaﬀold coated with nickel–tin on the left and lithiated manganese oxide electrode on the right. (c) A top-down SEM image of the
interdigitated electrodes. (d) Discharge profiles for different rates. (e) Capacity of the microbattery for the first 15 cycles at the noted C rate, normalized to
the energy at 0.5 C. The secondary y axis indicates the percentage of capacity retained in the given cycle when compared with the previous cycle
(calculated for low C rate cycles only).193 Reproduced with permission from ref. 193. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group.
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are becoming increasingly useful as the versatility of experi-
mental designs improves. Incorporating opals in 2D or 3D form
has been established as a useful method for improving internal
quantum efficiencies of semiconductor optoelectronics, using a
periodicity designed to reflect operational wavelengths and
improve the directionality of emission.194 Photonic crystals
can also aid in redirecting unwanted radiation from semi-
conductor materials,195 or indeed enhance radiative recombi-
nation or photoluminescence from some materials through
resonant cavity enhancement methods akin to Fabry–Pe´rot
resonators via enhanced coupling to emissive states,196 using
the internal ordered porous structure as an effective medium.
More recently, porous photonic crystal scaffolds have been
integrated into the photoactive layer of an opaque perovskite
solar cell in order to increase not only the efficiency, but the
response to a broader band of incident radiation. This is made
possible by facilitating tunable color absorption across the
visible spectrum mediated by the photonic crystal architecture
in the absorber layer and the index contrast.197 These examples
highlight the usefulness of photonic and diffractive optics in
device oriented research, and there are many more besides,
such as graded refractive index antireflection coatings,198,199
enhanced light extraction efficiency200–202 by narrowing and
focusing of the output light cone203 from LEDs, lasers, and photon
management in solar cells204 and other absorption and emission-
based devices etc.
In the area of electrochemical energy storage, the knowledge
of photonic crystals and inverse opals may also play an impor-
tant multidisciplinary role, while providing new scientific
opportunities. As outlined in previous sections, the functional
porous material architecture of inverse opals has proven to
provide a new gamut of energy storage, capacitor and Li-ion
battery materials with enhanced characteristics. New classes of
materials research and electrode technology development are
crucial for advances in energy storage and lithium (ion) and
emerging alternative electrochemical energy storage technol-
ogies. For exciting and important advances in electrochemical
energy storage (EES) and battery science for consumer electronics
and technology of the future, the marriage of optical physics and
materials electrochemistry may address and mitigate current
issues and provide new ideas for advancement.
For high performance, Li-ion materials the inverse opal
structures may provide a colour-coded state of charge and depth
of discharge determination, while fundamentally describing the
processes that occur in any new materials non-destructively, once
arranged into a photonic architecture. Such innovation exploits
these new materials’ abilities to retain charge capacity by con-
trolling composition and structure, while optics may probe
material order and coupled electrical and optical response during
charge–discharge. In parallel, the electro-photonic circuitry pro-
vided by the 3D porous structure,3 and the chemical, electrical
and optical changes caused by the energy storage mechanism
(capacitance, alloying, or intercalation)205,206 could essentially be
probed using diffraction-based spectroscopy so that the state of
charge and discharge can be determined in operando. The type of
EES mechanism could also be identified for new materials under
a range of electrochemical parameters, and so a powerful method
of examining the response of the material to operation is in
principle possible via coupled electrical, electrochemical and
visible-to-near infrared spectroscopies and photonic bandgap
mapping. Thus, fashioning any important or electrochemically
active material into an inverse opal structure, may give a colour-
coded ‘chameleon’ battery strip where the type of process, the
voltage, remaining capacity, cycle health and state of charge or
discharge may be distinguishable by examining its spectral or
diffractive response, i.e. its colour. Table 1 below shows a brief
overview of some of the salient features and phenomena
that occur in many battery and related electrochemical energy
storage cells,207–210 and the state of the art in their character-
ization. Many of these effects are common to many materials
on several length scales when tested in half or full cell configu-
rations. The table is not exhaustive, but highlights how rela-
tively simple methods paired with detailed examination of the
optical response of inverse opals or ordered, periodic struc-
tures,211,212 can provide a means of in situ examination of many
of these processes.
Controlling the flow of light at sub-wavelength scales pro-
vides access to functionalities such as negative refractive index,
optical transformations, cloaking, and metamaterials. Phenom-
ena associated with diﬀraction can limit the control of light,
particularly when so many variables of the material, arrangement
and dielectric environment change during electrochemical
cycling of an inverse opal material in a battery or supercapacitor.
In the near future, probing photon transport and collimation that
is enhanced by transverse Anderson localization may be useful
and necessary in active battery materials that behave or respond
to anisotropic cation insertion and removal. Modification of the
material geometry caused by the state of charge or depth of
discharge to material order and physical parameters may in
principle allow a specific structural disorder whose mechanism
is captured to some degree by examination of disorder-induced
transverse localization. With increasing disorder during dis-
charge for example, onemay observe the crossover from cascaded
guided resonances directly into transverse localization, and cap-
ture this as a direct function of the complex material changes that
occur when intercalation or alloying occurs.
Developments in new materials, electrode architecture165
comprising electro-photonic materials, and methods for bespoke
assembly onto mouldable, flexible or other atypically shaped
surface (non-planar batteries) may also provide opportunities that
can be exploited for coupling with other thin film energy generat-
ing technologies such as thermoelectrics, flexible electronics, solar
cells as colour-coded indicators of the electrical, optical or electro-
chemical process, for use with electronic displays, touch screens
and lightweight portable electronics.
An ordered porous 3D material architecture has proven
already to provide definable short electron and ion transport
lengths in the active material169 and electrolyte (yielding high-
power density) while maintaining a high volume of active
material.187,188 Charge rates up to 1000 C (B4 s) for lithium-
ion chemistries are possible, allowing full charging in minutes
or seconds. Thus, for battery electrodes, changes it the material
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phase and index contrast in the inverse opal will occur rapidly,
and allow an instantaneous state of charge indicator in cases
where structural changes are caused (intercalation, amorphiza-
tion, alloying etc.) or the relative contributions to the total stored
charge caused by capacitive storage, where changes to the
dielectric constant, crystallinity and phase are not caused by
insertion reactions. As outlined in Table 1, the analysis of pseudo
stop-bands in 3D inverse opals through light scattering, diﬀrac-
tion from 2D inverse opals of active materials, or indeed the
transition from order-mediated light scattering to eﬀects (such as
Anderson localization among others) caused by the development
of disorder, can be developed as a diagnostic analytical monitor
of the behaviour of electrochemical or battery materials under a
range of conditions in situ, to be a direct colour-coded battery
capacity health check. There are limited methods, all post-
mortem, that can assess the electrochemical health or state of an
active battery material and none can correlate this assessment to
the physical characteristics of many materials processes that
occur in the complex materials electrochemistry of EES.
Crucially, porous materials that exhibit both function and
new routes to process interrogation, can provide a new gamut of
optically active power check charge storage or electrochemical
modules integration-capable with other thin film technologies.
These applied scientific advances may be feasible by adapting
the physics of photonic crystals to materials science and electro-
chemistry for promising battery and energy storage materials,
and as a new series of electro-optic probes utilizing photonic
materials circuitry to interrogate material response to reversible
charge storage mechanisms.
VI Conclusions and outlook
In summary, the growth of PhCs by colloidal assembly routes
has been presented with particular emphasis on directing and
improving lattice arrangements through adaptations of long
established methods, for example, using acoustic vibrations,67
confinement77 or patterned substrates.102 Assembly is essen-
tially a balance of colloidal and external forces. Polymer spheres
in particular are well suited to surface functionalization, oﬀer-
ing further scope to manipulate their assembly behaviour.
Through particle growth or resizing, and other factors such as
untried sphere–solvent, sphere–solvent–substrate couplings
there remains room for further improvement and development.
Assembly is still limited somewhat by the time requirements
necessary for much of the growth methods discussed and
uncontrolled defect registrations remain continuously proble-
matic for ordered self-assembly particularly on functional sub-
strates. Lithographic methods can provide more specific defect
placement but these routes are expensive and prove more
difficult in the fabrication of layered or 3D structures. It is
therefore likely that colloidal assembly will maintain its favour
and encourage continuous examination and adaptation given
its low cost and versatility.
The intent of this review was to highlight the wide ranging
uses of PhC structures, specifically IOs. These structures have
already been shown as highly advantageous within a number of
fields, and they will no doubt play an important role in bridging
optical and electrical functions, and further the development
and progress towards achieving all-optical information manage-
ment and/or optoelectronic device design. The flexibility of IOs
to span various applications is remarkable, whether within
sensing, lasing, or energy storage to name a few. The complete
scope of possible applications for these structurally advanta-
geous and optically useful materials has no doubt still to be
discovered. Given the availability of diﬀerent material precursors
and various synthesis routes, the scientific and technological
potential of IO’s are very attractive (particularly within the bio-
logical and energy sciences where defects are not major issues for
function such as for photonics, but contribute to surface area,
as one example).
There is also an untapped potential for applications that do
not specifically exploit the unique optical properties of these
materials but instead rely solely on the structural advantages
they provide as nanostructured networks of active material. The
development of non-destructive device and material diagnostic
methods through the exploitation of the optical characteristics
of these IO materials could lead to increased understanding of
the chemical and interfacial processes happening during device
function. In particular the unique diﬀractive optics of these
materials and the ability to gain information from diﬀraction
signatures on the lattice structure and integrity of a given IO
could provide information on the nature of the network material
and its ability to withstand certain stresses such as the inter-
calation of Li or other ions. Therefore, if the photonic abilities of
these materials were coupled with their other operational cap-
abilities and advantages, a new route towards material testing
and design may emerge.
In the near future, promising and useful applications will no
doubt concentrate on the optical and energy related potential
of these materials. Their scalability is particularly attractive,
allowing designs and modelling on large scales to be directly
translated to the nanoscale (synthesis routes allowing). However,
before any real-world application of the self-assembly approach
to the fabrication and design of these materials can prosper
certain issues still need to be addressed, for example, that of
overall stability, both thermal and mechanical stability in parti-
cular. This is perhaps where the coupling of patterning techni-
ques and chemical functionalization with self-assembly methods
could prove successful. Defect density remains a limiting factor
in many self-assembly approaches, particularly on broader device
scales and for those applications requiring very precise defect
positioning. While the full scale optical and optical-dependent
application of these materials requires some further optimiza-
tion, the structural advantages they supply towards templating
three-dimensional macroporous functional devices is extremely
relevant and applicable even now. The central limiting factor with
regard to this is simply what precursors are available and
compatible. Artificial opal structures can however present
vulnerability with respect to irreversible structural changes
related to environment and certain application processes. This
is particularly limiting for structural dependent applications,
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making their reusability low and potentially increasing costs.
Therefore, investigations into material design coupled with the
addition of optical diagnostic methods particularly for those
areas presently neglecting the optical significance IOs present
could lead to a deeper understanding, allowing these materials
to reach their full and exciting potential.
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